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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

E. N. Tyomkin 

UNKNOWN SANSKRIT FRAGMENTS FROM CENTRAL ASIA 

I. DIDACTIC FRAGMENTS 

This fragment is preserved in the Central Asian fund of the 
manuscript department of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies under the call number SI B/24, 
14. It was found in the region of Kucha, at the site 
of On Bash Minuj by Russian explorer M. M. Berezovsky 
in 1907. 

The size of the fragment: 9.0 x 8.0 cm. It is a part 
of a po[ hi type folio of brown paper, its left and right edges 
are missing. On each of its sides it has eight lines in San
skrit, which are written in the fourth century Indian BrahmI 
script. Since this and the next text form no recognizable 
context, for this reason we give here only transliteration. 

Transliteration 

Recto(?) 

I .... ] fr[ ]pam. frir-hataha X [ 
2 .... ] sya ea viniggrahah ctal-pavittraf!1 X [ 
3 .... ] daf!1 /anghayanti ea. panaf!1 prasakta X [ 
4 .... ] svargac-ca varcanam stri-pprasakta [ ]i [ 
5 .... ] -tr-bhya.<ca bharatar.yabha.anyabhya [m] [ 
6 .... ] .yyan-narjo nai.,adha-pungava~ yudhis[hira [ 
7 .... ] sata marati vardhanam asata mattraja [ 
8 .... ] X X variitake vyasaniidhi X X [ 

There is another fragment linking to the first one, 
from the same manuscript but of another leaf, the right 
side of a po[hi type folio. The paper, the script and the 

Verso (?) 

I .... ] X Xjita do~ani hara ssa [ 
2 .... ] X EB purU$O 111 na sukhaf!1 vindate kvacit tall [ 
3 .... ] prajiiayiipayilaf!1 budhah frutena teja [ 
4 .... ] puttram-attra-jiio vica~a!Ja~ aiakyaf!1 [ 
5 .... ] lohhad-aief.a EB puriiraviih hrahmasva [ 
6 .... ] sya vasago hhavat sohhinad-hharati [ 
7 .... ] x sfriyaman-uttamam vadhaf!1 dury)odhana [ 
8 .... ] X X duta~ lobha EB prajiiama[ma?] [ 

handwriting are the same. It is smaller than the first one: 
7.5 x 7.0 cm. Of the eight lines only seven have partly 
survived. 

Transliteration 

Recto 

I. ... ] x x 
2 .... ] hhiiya eviihhivardhate. 
3 .... ] -[ni?]tvajaya-parajayau 
4 .... ] ya pa!Jef.itair-ap[r]atya~itam 
5 .... ] ptato yuddham pravartate. 
6 .... ] .yo X-i kafranah 
7 .... ] liyasam. 
8 .... ] Si!JG~ 

[10] 
[11] 
[12] 
I [3] 
14 
15 
[16] 
17 

Verso 

I. ... ] fr..,anah 
2 .... ] [t]tara~ 
3 .... ] x d- x x syati. 
4 .... ] X diio gaeehanti tadgata~ 
5 .... ] yuddhamahhikamhase. 
6 .... ] yaf!1 prapya nafyati. 
7 .... ] [catu] svinfotima~ 
8 .... x x x x x x x x 

I (8] 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 EB 24 
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Judging from the signs dividing words and phrases, it is 
a versified text. The second fragment confirms this sugges
tion: it is the right side of the folio, where all the verse lines 
are numbered according to the manuscript tradition. The 
text of the first fragment, if we reconstruct its contents, pre
sents a moral essay warning against gambling and bound
less gluttony. The names of Nala, Yudhisthira, Puriiravas 
and Duryodhana, the famous personages from the 
Mahiibhiirata, are mentioned in connection with these 
vices. The first two were notorious for the sufferings they 
encountered due to their addiction to dice, the other two 
had to pay heavily for their greed. Both stories are from the 
Mahiibhiirata. The text is most remarkable, because it is the 
only surviving one, as I know, from East Turkestan where 
the names of the heroes of the Mahabharata are mentioned. 
The story of Puriiravas is told in the first book of the 
Mahiibharata, the story of the unlucky gambler Yud
hishthira - in the second book, the story of Nala - in the 
third book. The fifth book of the Mahiibhiirata tells how 
Duryodhana's boundless greed gave rise to the great battle 
where he was defeated and slain. 

The text makes us believe that in the first half of the 

first millennium A.O. the Mahiibharata and its stories were 
already well-known in East Turkestan. Probably, it was 
written by a native of the land, whose mother tongue was 
Saka, as one can judge from the duplication of consonants 
which is not characteristic of Sanskrit. Being connected 
with the plots and the characters from the Mahiibhiirata, 
our text is no doubt linked to those small fragments of San
skrit texts from Central Asia, from the area of Kucha [2], 
which mention the fifteen books of the Mahabharata, 
among them the twelfth book, Santiparva, with its political 
theories and philosophy [3]. As early as 1962 P. V. Kane 
suggested that the Mahiibhiirata, as we know it now, had 
been already known to Kau!ilya (4]. Our text, as well as the 
publications by Dieter Schlingloff, confirm this suggestion. 
The fragments published by D. Schlingloff should be dated, 
judging from the palaeographic data, to the first or to the 
second century A.O. Our text is most probably 
of the fourth century A.O. In this way we come to the con
clusion that the text of the Mahiibhiirata, evidently in writ
ten form, was widespread at that time in the northern oases 
of East Turkestan, where it was popular and much re
spected. 

II. FRAGMENTS OF SADDHARMAPUtyQARiKA-SUTRA 

After the restoration of N. F. Petrov sky's collection it 
became possible to publish the last nine pages of Saddhar
mapundarika (SP), thus making all the fragments of this 
s1/tra. which are preserved in the collection, available to 
scholars. It should be noted that it was one of the most 
popular slltras in Central Asia and the Far East. Beginning 
from the first century A.O. and till the present time this 
s1/tra was much respected by the adherents of Buddhism. 
Its texts were studied and published in different Oriental 
languages. translated into several European languages. It is 
of much importance for the study of Buddhist philosophy, 
since it contains the principles of Mahayana. Besides, it is 
the first text to expound the doctrine of the Three Chariots 
and to define the status of Bodhisattva. The development of 
its texts in India, Central Asia, China and Japan has a long 
history which is reflected in numerous manuscript copies 
written in at least eight Oriental languages. The oldest cop
ies dating to the first millennium A.O. were found in Gilgit, 
East Turkestan and Dunhuang. The study of these texts 
makes now a special branch of Buddhist Literary Criticism. 

These studies show that by comparing manuscripts 
written in different languages it is possible to trace the de
velopment of the text of the slitra through the first millen
nium A.O. They reveal four periods of its making, which 
took place between the late first century A.O. and the end 
of the second century A.O. Twenty seven chapters of the 
slitra have been formed by A.O. 150 [5]. The further de
velopment of the slitra can be traced by means of the juxta
position of its two versions, the Central Asian and the In
dian one. The Central Asian version has survived in San
skrit, Khotanese and Chinese manuscripts of our collection. 
The second one - in manuscripts found in Nepal (later 
eighteenth-nineteenth-century manuscripts and fragments 
on palm leaves dating to the eleventh century) [6] and 
Gilgit (in the 1930s) [7], as well as in Chinese translations 
made by Kumarajiva, which are preserved among the Dun
huang manuscripts in our collection. Although in the last 
years many texts of the two versions have been made avail-

able to scholars, their relation and the chronology of both 
their making and development are still not quite clear. So 
the introduction of every new manuscript, even though its 
text is almost completely identical to some of the texts 
published earlier, always adds something new to the history 
of its making and circulation. 

Most of the known Sanskrit manuscripts and fragments 
of SP are kept now in the manuscript department of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences. One of them, the so
called "N. F. Petrovsky's Kashgar manuscript" (this name 
stuck to the facsimile publication of the manuscript is con
ventional, strictly speaking it should be called "Khota
nese"), is almost complete (it contains 459 folios). This 
manuscript comprises the principal text of the Central 
Asian version which has been published in facsimile [8] 
and in Latin transliteration [9]. 

All further investigations of SP are based upon this 
text. The facsimile edition appeared first in India and later 
was reprinted in Japan. Russian scholars also contributed to 
the study of SP by publishing 87 folios from 8 different 
manuscripts containing the Central Asian version [I OJ and 
3 folios of the Gilgit-Nepalese (Indian) version (I I]. 

The present publication deals with 9 folios and frag
ments of one manuscript preserved in the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies collection (call 
numbers SI P/67 and SI P/74 ). They contain the Central 
Asian version of the slitra which follows the text of 
N. F. Petrovsky's Kashgar manuscript (SI P/5). Basing upon 
the linguistic analysis of its four Khotanese colophons (to 
chapters 11, V, XV and the final one), it is possible to date it 
to the ninth-tenth century [ 12], though the palaeography 
of its vertical Central Asian Brahm! (the so-called South 
East Turkestan or Khotanese Brahmi) allows a wider dat
ing, starting from the fifth century A.O. It is rather difficult 
to date Central Asian manuscripts by their palaeography, 
because between the fifth and the tenth centuries the 
"regular" Khotanese Brahm! script remained very stable. 
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Palaeographic dating should always be supported by the 
analysis of the manuscript's orthography and language. 
Judging from its palaeography, language, orthography, and 
textual peculiarities, we may consider its dating either ear
lier or later or contemporary with the "Kashgar" manu
script. By its palaeography the manuscript can be dated to 

the seventh or to the eighth century, though texts' data 
make us think that it is later than the "Kashgar" manuscript. 
As for the language, both the prototype and the manuscript 
published here were copied by a Saka-speaking scribe, 
which is confirmed by the duplication of consonants rr and 
II not characteristic of Sanskrit. 

Characteristics of the manuscript 

Manuscript of the po{hi type, folios 54.5 x 14.0 cm, 
text on both sides, seven lines on each page. Yellowish 
tinted paper with prominent verge. 

The text is identical to that of the "Kashgar" Manu
script: there are no contextual differences. Errors, differ
ences in spelling, grammatical flexions and punctuation are 
considered in each case. One of the regular orthographic 
features of this manuscript, which makes it different 
from the "Kashgar" manuscript, is the use of au instead 
of o: bhaujana instead of bhojana, ghauea instead of 
ghoea, tathiigatau instead of tathiigato (N. sg. instead 
of -a~ before a number of consonants), etc. Six folios 
have pagination, one folio and two fragments are not pagi
nated. 

I. Folio 11 (almost complete, the upper right comer is 
missing, lacuna in the middle), 54.5 x 14.0 cm, corresponds 
to fols. l 4a (5)-15a (5) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter I; 

2. folio 12 (left half), 13.0 x 14.0 cm, corresponds to 
fols. 15a (5)-16a (4) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter I; 

3. folio 28 (complete), 54.5 x 14.0 cm, corresponds to 
fols. 31 b (5)-32b (7) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter I; 

4. folio, no pagination (complete), 54.5 x 14.0 cm, cor
responds to fols. 143a (5)-144a (5) of the "Kashgar" 
manuscript, passage from chapter VI; 

5. folio 82 (complete), 54.5 X 14.0 cm, corresponds to 
fols. l 78a (7)-l 79b (3) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter VII; 

6. folio 120 (left half), 32.5 x 14.0 cm, corresponds to 
fols. 2 I 8b (6)-2 I 9b (7) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter X; 

7. folio 121 (left half), 36.5 X 14.0 cm, corresponds to 
fols. 220a (I )-22 la (I) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter X; 

8. fragment from the middle of a folio, closer to its left 
border, no pagination, 16.0 x 14.0 cm, corresponds to 
fols. 326a (5)-327a (6) of the "Kashgar" manuscript, pas
sage from chapter XVII; 

9. fragment of the right part of a folio, no pagination, 
20.0 x 14.0 cm, corresponds to fols. 303b (6)-304b (6) of 
the "Kashgar" manuscript, passage from chapter XVI. 

Transliteration 

No. I (folio 11) 

Recto 

I. pta-phalii.S[e]iipriipta-phaliiica te 'pi sarve sa'?ldrsyaf!lle sma. ye ea te[eu] bu[ddha]-k.•;etreeu bodhisa X X X 
2. satvii [a]neka vividhiiraf!1ba1Jai~ frava1Jiidhim-ukti-hetu-kiira1Jai~ upiiya-kufalii X X X X X 
3. ryiif!l caraf!lli 1131. le 'pi X X X dr[syaf!l]le sma. ye ea teeu buddha-keetreeu buddhii bhagavaf!11a. pa X X X X X 
4. 'pi sarve samdrsya[f!l]le X. [ye] ea teeu buddha-keetreeu buddhii bhagavaf!lla~* 1141 parinirvrtiis-teeiif!l [dhii]tu-stupii-
5. ni sarvii!Ji ratnamayii X [a]ee!Ja saf!1drsyaf!1[t]e sma. yathii piirviiyiif!l disiiyiif!l samdrsyaf!lle 1151 . evam 
6. piirva-dakeiniiyiif!l disi. e[vaf!l] dakei!Jasyii[f!l] disi. evaf!l dakei1Ja-pa5cimiiyiif!1disi 1161 . evam pasci-
7. miiyii'?l disi 1171 . eva'!l paicimol/ariiyii'!l disi. evaf!1m-ullariiyiif!1 disi. evam-ul/ara 1181 -piirviiyiim 

Verso 

I. diSi. evaf!l he~·{imiiyiif!l disi. evamm-uparimiiyiif!l disi sa'?ldrsya'?lle sma. atha 1191 maitreyasya bo-
2. dhisatvasya mahiisatvasya X X nii'?l ea bodhisatva fata-sahasrii!Jiim-etad-abhavat mahiinimi-
3. l/a-priitihiiryaf!l khalvimaf!l bhaga[va]tii tathiigateniirhatii samyaksa'?lbuddhenopcdarsitaf!l ko nvatra he-
4. tur-bhavisyati. ka~ X [ya ]~ * kim kiiranaf!l yat-bhagavatii idam-eva riipaf!l mahii[ ni]milla-prii-
5. tihiiryaf!l 1201 krlaf!l bha[ga]va X samiidhi samiipaf!1nna imiini eaiva riipii!Ji ma X X -ii-
6. dbhutiicintyiitulyii 1211 [ mahii]rrddhipriitihiiryii!Ji saf!1drisyaf!11e. kinnu khalvaham-idam-a X X X X 
7. ccheyiif!l X prabhavatidam-arthaf!l visarjayilu'?l lasyaitad-abhavat ayaf!l khalu maf!l X X X 
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No. 2 (fo Ii o I 2) 

Recto Verso 

I. marabhuta~ pu ( I. praptanam-eta [ 
2. purval}i ea ma~jufri [ 2. hiiryavabhiisa [ 
3. ddhiinam-idam-eva ru [ 3. !Jam ityatha khalu mai [ 
4. na mahiidharma-sa~ka [ 4. !Ja[~] pari~adam-i [ 
5. tathaiva tasa~ ea X [ 5. ya praptas-tasya~ ve [ 
6. naga-yalqa-gandharva [ 6. ka~ pratyayo yene [ 
7. to mahanimilla [ 7. ~ta-dasa buddha-lqe X [ 

No. 3 (fo Ii o 2 8) 

Recto 

I. [atidariani]ya (ra)smi[p)r[a]bhii vena viniiyakasya 9 de[v]a (ma]nu~ya bahu naga-yalqa-gandharva tatrasura 
ki(nna]-

2. ras-ea. ye ea(bhi}yukta sugatana pujaya drsya[~]ti pujenli te 1221 lokadhiituw JO buddhiisca drsya~ti sva-
3. ya~bhuvah 1231 suvar1Jayupa iva darianiya~ vaicjuryamadhye 'va suvar1Jabi~ba~ pari~aya ma-
4. dhye pravadanti 1241 dharmam 1251 tahi fravakii[na~ ga]1Jana na vidyate tavaprama1Ja~ sugatana 
5. fravakii. ekaika f0·etrasmi viniiya[kana~] drs[y]a~ti ra~mi- prabhadarsanena 12 virye upe-
6. taica akha!Jcfasila ralqa~ti si/a~ ma!Jiratna X X X [su]gata(na] drsyati 1261 bahuni putra vihara~ti 
7. X parvata[ka]ndare~u 13 sarvasvadanani paritya X X X X X X (dh]y(a]nabalaica vira~ bahubaudhisa 1271 . 

Verso 

I. (t]v[a] y[atha] gamgavali~ 1281 sarve ea drsyamtijinasya X X X X X a[n]imjamanaica ave[dha]manah lqa-
2. [ntya~] sthita dhyanarata~ samahitah * drsya~ti X X X X X nana orasa~ dhyanena ye prasthita 
3. agrabodhim I 5 bhuta~ padam santam-ana X X X Xj(ii) namanaica prakiisaya~ti 1291 desenti dharmam 
4. bahulokadhiitu~u sugatanubhava X [ya]m-idrsi krya I 6 dr~{va 1301 ea ta~ pari~a cata-
5. sra tiiyinam eandrarkadipasya idam prabh(a]vam har~asthita~ * sarvi 1311 bhavitva tat/qa!Ja~ anyonya 1321 preeham-
6. Ii katham nu etam. I 7 aeirasya ea so nara-deva-pujita~* samadhito vyullhitu lokaniiyaka~ va-
7. raprabha~ p(u]tra (ta)da 'dhvabhii~id yo bodhisatvo vidu dharmabhii!Jaka~* 18 lokasya calqusea gatim ea /Va~ 

vi(d]u 

No. 4 (folio with no pagination) 

Recto 

I. ri~yasi amrtenasma si~eitva vyakari~yasi nojina~* 2 du[r]bhilqadagata~ kaicit puru~au la-
2. bdhva bhaujanam l33 I pratilqe(d] bhuya ucyeta has/a prapta' sma bhaujanai 1341 3 evam-evautsuka hyasme hinaya-
3. na-vieintaya~ * durbhikse yatha bhulqarthau 1351 buddhayana~ katha~ labhet 4 na ea tavasma sa~buddho 
4. vyakaroti mahamuni~ yatha hastasmi pralqipta~ na tad bhu~jita bhaujanam 1361 5 evasma 
5. utsuka bhagavan na[~] frutva ghausam-ullamam-vyakrta ya[da] bhe~yama tada 1371 bhe~yama nirvrta~ 6 
6. vyakarohi mahavira hitai~i anuka~paka~ api nau 1381 daridraeintiiya-m-a(n) ta~ asyan(n] narar~abha (7) a-
7. tha khalu bhagava~s-te~am mahiifravakiina~ sthavira1Ja~ X X X X X X eeta~-prativitarkam a-

Verso 

I. jniiya punar-eva sa[ rva]vanta~ bhilqusa~gham-ama[ ~ ]trayamasa. X X X X Xbhilqava. prativeda-
2. yami 1391 . aya~ me bhilqavau 1401 mahafravaka~ sthavira~ subhutis-tri~sanam-e(va] buddha-kau{i 14' 1-nayuta-sa-
3. ta sahasra!Ji 1421 santike satkiira~ kari~yati. gurukiira~ manana[~] pujanam areanam-apaea-
4. ya(na~) kari~yati. sarvatra [ea] brahmacarya~ carisyati. sarvatra ea baudhisatvacarya~ 1431 samu-
5. danayi(~ya]ti. SQ /e~a~ buddhiina~ bhagava/am idam-eva rupam-adhikara~ krtva pascime 
6. kale paseime samucehraye paicime atmabha[va] pratilabhe yaias-ketur-nama tathiigatau 1441 'rhiin samyak-
7. sa~buddho loke utpa[tsyati.] vidyacara1Ja-sa~panna(~] s(u] X to lokavid-anul/ara~ puru~adamyasarathi~1 
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No. 5 (fo Ii o 8 2) 

Recto 

l. puraskrtayad-idaf!'I pilrvasyl'if!1 [ di]si abhiratyl'if!1 lokadhl'ito a4ubhyo nama tathl'igatorhl'in-samyaksaf!1buddho meril-
2. kil{aica nama tathl'igatau 2 1451 pilrva-da4i1Jasyl'if!1 disi bhi4avah sif!1haghau$au 1461 nama tathagatah sif!1dhvajas-ea 

nama 
3. tathl'igatau 2 II 1471 da4i1Jtiyl'if!1 disi bhi4ava akl'isaprafi${hitau 1481 nama tathl'igatau 1491 nitya parinirvrtas-ea nama 
4. tathagatau II 1501 da4i1Ja-paScif!1ti)'l'if!1 disi bhi4ava indradhvajau 1511 nama tathagatau 1521 brahmadhvajas-ea nama 

tatha-
5. gatau II 1531 paseimtiyl'if!1 disi [bhi4a]va~ amitayur-nama tathl'igatau 1541 sarvalokadhl'itur-upadravauttir1Ja

pratyutti 1551-

6. rlJaSca nama tathl'igata~ 1561 II paicimauttarasyl'if!1 1511 disi [bhi]4avas-tamalapatraeandanagandhabhijnau 1581 nama 
tathl'iga-

7. ta~ merukalpas-ea nama tathagata~ 1591 II uttarasyl'if!1 disi bhi4avau meghesvaradipau 1601 nama tathagatau 1611 

Verso 

I. meghe§vararaja ea nama tathl'igata 211 1621 uttarapilrvasyl'if!'I disi bhi4ava~ sarvalokl'idiptabhaya[man]yi-
2. tavidhvaf!1sanakarau 1631 nama tathagatau 1641 'rhl'if!1 saf!1yaksaf!1buddha~* ahaf!1 ea bhi4ava etarhi §akyamunis

tathl'i-
3. gatau 1651 'rhan-saf!1yaksaf!1buddha~ $Oi;iafamauma[dh]y iha sahe /okadhl'itava[?]nuttarl'if!1 samyaksaf!1bodhim-

abhisaf!1bu-
4. ddha~ 16 II ye punas-te bhi4ava-sta[da] 'sml'ikaf!1 frama1Jera-bhutanl'if!1 tasya bhagavata~ sasane X 
5. satva dharmaf!1 §u§ruvu~ ekaikasya baudhisatvasya 1661 bahilni gaf!1gl'i-nadi-va/ika-samani satva-kau{ina- 1671 

6. yuta-sata-sahasrl'i!Ji yanyasmabhi~ srama1Jerabhutebhi~ 1681 prthak-prthak-samadapitani paripaei-
7. tani eanuttartiyl'if!1 samyaksaf!1bodhau tanyetani bhi4ava~ anyapi fravaka-bhumyam-api ${hita 

No. 6 (fo Ii o I 2 0) 

Recto 

I. prativedayami te. bahilni maya bhai$a)yaraja X X X [ 
2. bhl'i$ifa pilrvl'i!Ji bhl'i$i$yl'imi 1691 ea sarve$1'if!1 1101 bhai$a)yaraja dh [ 
3. dharmaparyaya~ sarvaloka-vipratyayaniya~ [ 
4. bhai$a)yaraja abhijiia-adhyatmikaf!1 dharmaharasyaf!1 X [ 
5. daf!1 sthanaf!1 anaea4ita-filrvaf!1. tatkasya hetau~ 1711 bahuj [ 
6. rytiyaf!1 ti[!f{a]tau 'pi ta 112 tathl'igatasya prabhi4ipta~ 1731 . kah pu [ 
7. [tu] khalu punar-bhai!fa)yaraja tathl'igata-eivarebhi. pra[ eehanna] [ 

Verso 

I. nya-lokadhl'itu-sthitebhis-ea tebhis-tathagatebhir-avaloki [ 
2. balaf!1 bhavi!fyati 1741 ku§alamula-balaf!'I ea pra1Jidhana-ba/af!1 [ 
3. s-ea bhaisajyaraja le kulaputra vii kuladuhita [ 
4. rdhl'i[na]s-ea te kulaputra bhavi$Yaf!1li. ye imaf!1 dharma [ 
5. dhl'isyaf!1li 1751 udgrh1Ji$Yaf!1li. dhl'irayi!fyaf!1li. likhi [ 
6. guru-kari!fyaf!1li manayi$Yaf!1li piljayi!fyaf!1li 1761 pare$1'i[f!1] ea [ 
7. [pr]thivi-prade§e imaf!1 dharmaparytiyaf!1 bhl'i!fi!fyate vii. likhy [ 

No.7(folio 121) 

Recto 

I. r-va tatra bhai!fa)yarii(Ja prthivi-pradese 1771 tathl'igatasya eaityaf!1 [ 
2. m-ueeaf!1 pragrhitaf!1 781 na eatra tathiigata-saririi!Ji data X [ 
3. bhai!fa)yaraja tatra prthivi-prade§e tathl'igata-fa [ 
4. prthivi-pradese imaf!1 dharmaparytiyaf!1 bhl'i!fyate 1791 vii [ 
5. saf!1dar!fiyate vii [saf!1]gayiyate vii saf!1prakl'isiyi [ 
6. gataf!1 vii ti!f{het tatra ea le!fu stilpe!fu satkl'ira~ kar [ 
7. piljanl'if!1 vandana karal}iyii 1801• sarva pu$pebhi sarva [ 
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Verso 

I. sarva-viidyebhif:z * sarva-dhupebhif:z sarva-gita[ nii{Yavii]dyatu [ 
2. l}itebhif:z cchatra-dhvaja-patiikii-vejayantibhis-tatra pujii ( 
3. r-bhai$a}yariija satviis-ta1?1 tathiigata-cai[tyii1?1. labheyuf:z da] [ 
4. rve tte 1811 satvii abhyiisanne veditavyiinuttariiyii1?1 samyak [ 
5.jyariija g~hasthii vii pravrrajitii vii baudhisatva-carya[1r1] [ 
6. yam labhanti. darfaniiya vii irava!Jiiya vii /ikhaniiya [ 
7. jyariija baudhisatvii baudhisatva-caryiiya 1821 kuialii bhava[ 1?1 ]ti. yii ( 

No. 8 (fragment of a manuscript, no pagination) 

Recto 

I. X X X X X X X X bhavanti 1831. vistir1J1Ja 1841. vipulii [ 
2. X X X X X X Xtpriisiidiim 1851 a${atalocchriitii1r1 1861 . [ 

3. X X X X X X na$a1J<fopa.fobhitii1?1 1871 ca1r1kramasthii 1881 [ 

4. x x x x hu sayyiisanaupastabdhiit 1891 kh [ 
5. X X X X X X sukhopadhiina pratima1J<fitii1r1 1901 ste [ 
6. X X X X X X s[ra]1Ja1Ji vii. ko{Yau vii 1911 . ko{i-fat [ 
7. X X X X X X X ea vihiirii mama sa1r1mukha1?1saha 1921 [ 

Verso 

I. X X X X X X X vedayitavya1?1 1931 saha 1941 friivaka [ 
2. X X X X X -v[ii]. viicayed-vii. defayed-vii 1951. [ 

3. X X X X X nam-etebhif:z parinirv~tasya stupam 1961 X [ 
4. X X X X X va ea 1971 dharmaparyiiya1r1 dhiirayamii [ 
5. X X X X X bhir-vviif:z 1981 prajnayii vii sa1?1piideya 1991 [ 

6. X X X X X X X aparimii1Jam-aparyantam tad-ya [ 
7. X X X X X X X 1Ja1r1. purvve!Ja 11001• dak$i!Jena 110"- pa [ 

No. 9 (fragment of a manuscript, no pagination) 

Recto Verso 

I .... ]!Jyiinuttariim sa1?1yaksa1?1bodhim-a[ bhisam ]buddhii. 11021 I. ... ]si.etena paryiiy[e]IJ[ai] tena 
2 .... ][ya]- kotinayuta-5ata-saha[sre$u] ye 2 . ... ]tha kulaputraf:z 5akya1r1 te lokadha-
3 . ... ]ta.sa ekah 11031 paramii!Ju[ra]j[odgk[hi] 3 .... ][v]a upalak$ayitu 11051 va.evam-u-
4 .... ]yuta-fata-sahasriil}yatikrramit [vii] ta1r1 4 . ... ][va]ga!JO bhagavantam-etad-avoca[t] 
5 .... ]paramii!Jurajodg~hitvii tataf:z pare- 5 . ... ]niya acintya atulyaslc]i[ttabhu]-

6 . ... ]srii!Jyatikramitvii tadapi paramii-
7 . ... ]stii[1r1] ye lokadhiitun-apaga[ga?]tap~thi- 11041 

6 .... ]fravaka pratyekabuddhajn[ ana ]sth[i]-
7 . ... ]dhatavo ga1Jayitu1r1 XXtu 

Notes 

19 

1. Akshara pu- is written below the line. under the separation mark Ell. In the following two cases when the same separation mark is 
used the first akshara of the next word is also placed below the line. 

2. Von Dieter Schlingloff. "Fragmente einer palmblatthandschrift philosophischen inhalts aus Ostturkistan", Wiener Zeitschrifi fur 
die Kunde Sud und Ostasiens und Archiv fur indische phi/osophie, XII-XIII ( 1968-1969), pp. 323-7. 

3. Idem, "The oldest extant parvan-list of the Mahabharata", Journal of the American Oriental Society. LXXXIX/2 ( 1969), 
pp. 334-7. 

4. P. V. Kane, History ofDharma.fristra, v, pt. 2 (Poona, 1962), p. 819. 
5. Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism. A Survey with Bibliographical Notes (Tokyo, 1980). pp. 186--7. 
6. These manuscripts make the foundation of the publication of the siitra text in the Bibliotheca Buddhica series (vol. X). see 

Saddharmapundarika, ed. by Prof. H. Kern and Prof. Bunyu Nanjio (St. Petersburg, 1912). The eleventh-century Japanese manuscript on 
palm leaves, brought to Japan from Tibet, was used in the publication by U. Wogihara and C. Tsuchida: Saddharmapumjarikasiitram. 
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Romanized and Revised Text of the Bibliotheca Buddhica Publication by consulting a Sanskrit Ms. and Tibetan and Chinese Translations 
(Tokyo, 1934-1935); republished in 1958. About an attempt to combine the Nepalese and the Central Asian Version see also Saddhar
mapundarikasutram, with N. D. Mironov's readings from Central Asian Mss., revised by Nalinak~a Dutt. - Bib/iotheka fndica, 276, No. 
1565 (Calcutta. 1953). 

7. The Gilgit manuscripts were published and used both in facsimile and in Latin and Devanagari transliteration in the following 
works: P. L. Vaidya, Saddharmapundarikasutra. Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, 6 (Darbhanga, 1960) - in this publication the Gilgit manu
scripts were used only to mark different readings; SaddharmapuJ!tfarika Manuscripts Found in Gilgit, ed. and ann. by Shoko Watanabe, 
i-ii (Tokyo. 1975) (cited below as the Watanabe publication: two Gilgit manuscripts -A and B, from the Indian Collection, and seven 
folios - C, from A. Stein's collection, preserved in the British Library, have been published here); 0. von Hiniiber, A New Fragmentary 
Gi/git Manuscript of the SaddharmapuJ!tfarika-siitra (Tokyo, 1982)- a publication of 29 folios from the manuscript which was found 
by the Kaul Shastri expedition (now in the Pratap Singh Museum in Srinagar). 

8. SaddharmapuJ!tfarika-siitra, Kashgar Manuscript, ed. by Lokesh Chandra. - Satapitaka, CCXIX (New Delhi, 1976); reprint: 
Tokyo. 1977. 

9. SaddharmapuiJtfarikasiitra, Central Asian Manuscripts. Romanized text, ed. with introduction, tables and indices by Horofumi 
Toda (Takashima. 1981 ); reprint: 1983 (cited below as Toda's publication). 

10. M. I. Vorob'eva-Desiatovskaia, "Saddharmapundarika siitra (novye fragmenty)" ("Saddharmapundarika-sutra, new fragments"), 
Pamiatniki indiiskoi pis'mennosti i= Tsentra/'noi Azii, fasc. I (Moscow, 1985), pp. 78-160. -Pamiatnikipis'mennosti Vostoka, LXXIII, 
I. Bibliotheca Buddhica, XXXIII - a publication of 85 folios from six manuscripts, in Russian; G. M. Bongard-Levin, M. I. Vorob'eva
Desiatovskaia. "Saddharmapundarika-sutra (2 fragmenta)" ("Saddharmapundarika-sutra, two fragments"), Pamiatniki indiiskoi pis'men
nosti i: Tsentral'noi Azi1. fasc. 2 (Moscow, 1990), pp. 264-86 (the same Russian series). 

11. G. M. Bongard-Levin. M. I. Vorob'eva-Desiatovskaia, "Novye sanskritskie teksty iz Tsentral'noI Azii" ("New Sanskrit texts from 
Central Asia"). Tsentra/'naia Aziia. Novye pamiatniki pis'mennosti i iskusstva (Moscow, 1987), pp. 6---18. 

12. The language of the colophons has been studied by P. E. Emmerick on a special request from Prof. Toda. The results were com-
municated to Toda in a private letter, see SaddharmapuJ!tfarika-siitra. Central Asian Manuscripts, p. XII (Introduction). 

13. Henceforth the Kashgar manuscript is referred as K. Here in K 14a ( 17) - no fullstop. 
14. Here and below asterisk* indicates that a separation mark (fullstop) is replaced by visarga. 
15. K 14b (3)- sma after samdr.1yamte in the transliteration of the Kashgar manuscript was probably inserted by Toda in agreement 

with the previous passage. In our text sma is also missing. 
16. K 14b (4)- no fullstop. 
17. K I 4b (5) - no fullstop. 
18. K I 4b (5) - uktapurvayam (lapsus calami?). 
19. K 14b (6)- after atha in transliteration Toda inserted khalu. This word is also missing in our text. 
20. K I 5a (3)-prabhiharyam (obviously lapsus calami). 
21. K I 5a (3---4) - 0 adbhutani [a] cintya-tulya[ni]. Toda inserted -ni in transliteration to bring it to conformity with the previous 

word. In our manuscript -ni is also missing. 
22. In the manuscript. a (2) - pujenti te. like in the Gilgit manuscript published by Watanabe (p. 15, line 35); in K - pujottama. 
23. K 31 b (7}--32a (I)- svayamsvayambhuvah. 
24. K 32a (I) - pravadamti. 
25. Numeral 11 (the number of gatha) after dharmam is omitted, cf. K 32a (I). 

26. K 32a (4)-dr.oiyamti. 
27. K 32a (6)- bahubodhisa-. 
28. Evidently. lapsus calami. instead of gamgavalikah, cf. K 32a (6). 
29. K 32b (2) - praka.\yanti. 
30. K 32b (3) - drristva. 
31. K 32b (4)-sarva. 
32. K 32b (4)- anyaunya. 
33. K 143a (6) - bho;anam 
34. K 143a (7) - bhojane. 
35. K 143a (7)- bhuksartho. 
36. K I 43b (2) - bhojanam. 
37. K 143b (3)-bhesyama[ta] tada. 
38. K 143b (4)- no 
39. K 143b (6)- fullstop is omitted. 
40. K 143b (6)-bhiksavo. 
41. K 143b (7)- -koti-. 
42. K I 43b (7) - sahasranam. 
43. K I 44a (2) - bodhisatvacaryam. 
44. K I 44a ( 4) - tathagato. 
45. K I 78b (2) - tathagato, numeral is missing. 
46. K I 78b (2) - si(m)haghoso. 
47. K 178b (3)- tathagato, numeral is missing. 
48. K I 78b (3)- akafopratisthito. 
49. K I 78b (4)- tathagato. 
50. K I 78b ( 4) - tathagato, numeral is missing. 
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51. K l 78b (5) - indradhvajo. 
52. K l 78b (5) - tathiigato. 
53. K l 78b (5) - tathiigato 2. 
54. K l 78b (6) - tathiigatah. 
55. K 178b (6)- upadravotti[r]napratyu[t]ti-. 
56. K l 78b (7) - after tathiigatah - 2//. 
57. K l 78b (7) - paicimottarasyiim. 
58. K l 79a ( 1) - 0 abhijiio. 
59. K l 79a ( 1) - after tathiigatah - 2//. 
60. K l 79a (2) - meghe.l'varadipo. 
61. K l 79a (2) - tathiigato. 
62. K 179a (2)-Toda restored in transliteration: [t]tathiigata[h]. 
63. K l79a(3)- 0 karo. 
64. K 179a (3-4) - tathiigato. 
65. Kl 79a (4)- tathagato. 
66. K 179a (7) - bodhisatvasya. 
67. K 179a (7)- -koti-. 
68. K 179b ( 1) - bhutebhi. 
69. K 2 l 8b (7}-219a ( 1) - obviously lapsus calami. The scribe has omitted a part of the line: -rviini bhiisisya-. 
70. K 219a (I) - sarvesiim tesiim. 
71. K 219a (4)- hetor. 
72. K 2 l 9a (5) - tis!hato 'pi tathiigatasya. 
73. K 2 l 9a (5) - prabhiksipto. 
74. K 219b (I)- after bhavisyati - a full stop. 
75. K 219b (5)- after 0 dhasyamti - a fullstop. 
76. K 219b (6) - guru-karisyamti. miinayi~ya111ti. pujayisya111ti. 
77. K 220a ( 1) - after -prade.l'e - a fullstop. 
78. K 220a (2) - after pragrhita111- a fullstop. 
79. K 220a (4)- bhii(si]syate. 
80. K 220a (7) --{nu)karm:iiyii, no fullstop. 
81. K 220b (4)- te. 
82. K 221 a ( 1) - bodhisatvii. 
83. K 326a (5) - after bhavanti no fullstop. 
84. K 326a (5) - vistirnii. 
85. K 326a (6)-priisiidii. 
86. K 326a (6) - a~tatalocchatii, no fullstop. 
87. K 326a (7) - 0 val}asandopafobhitii.\:. 
88. K 326a (7) - cankrramasthii-. 
89. K 326b (1)-fayyiisanopastabdhiih. 
90. K 326b (2) - pratimanditiis-te. 
91. K 326b (3)- kautyau vii, no fulstop. 
92. K 326b (5)- sammukham friivakasamgha. 
93. K 326b (6)- after vedayitavya - a lacuna. 
94. K 326b (6--7)- after vedayitavya - a lacuna. 
95. This line is lost in K. 
96. This line is lost in K. 
97. K 327a (2)- eva(111]. 
98. K 327a (3-4) - vii. 
99. K 327a (3)- sampiidayet. 
100. K 327a (6)-purve'!a, no fullstop. 
101. K 327a (6)-daksinena, no fullstop. 
102. K 303b (6)- 0 sambuddhasya, no fullstop. 
103. K 304a ( 1) - ekam. 
104. K 304a (6) - apagataprthi. 
105. K 304b (2)- upalaksayitum. 

Illustrations 

B 
Fig. I. Frag. 1, SI 24, 14 , recto. 

B 
Fig. 3. Frag. 2, SI 24, 14 , recto. 

B 
Fig. 2. Frag. 1, SI 24, 14 , verso. 

B 
Fig. 4. Frag. 2, SI 24, 14 , verso. 
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p p 
Fig. 5. SI 74 ( 1) . recto. Fig. 14. SI 74 (4) , verso. 

p p 
Fig. 6. SI 74 ( 1) . verso. Fig. 15. SI 74 (5) , recto. 

p 
Fig. 7. SI 74 (2) . recto. 

p 
Fig. 16. SI 74 (5) , verso. 

p 
Fig. 8. SI 74 (2) . verso. 

p 
Fig. 17. SI 74 (6) . recto. 

p p 
Fig. 9. SI 67 ( 12a) . recto. Fig. 18. SI 74 (6) , verso. 

p p 
Fig. 10. SI 67 ( 12a) . verso. Fig. 19. SI 67 (l 2b). recto. 

p 
Fig. 11. SI 74 (3), recto. 

p 
Fig. 20. SI 67 (l 2b), verso. 

p 
Fig. 12. SI 74 (3) , verso. 

p 
Fig. 21. SI 74 (7), recto. 

p 
Fig. 13. SI 74 (4) , recto. 

p 
Fig. 22. SI 74 (7), verso. 



A MANCHU DOCUMENT FROM 1663 CONCERNING 
THE IMPERIAL PALACE IN SHENYANG 

G. Stary 

In any times it was a difficult and expensive enterprise to 
maintain and preserve great architectonic complexes like 
the Imperial Palace in Shenyang, China. Nowadays, mod
em technology gives a precious help in conservation activ
ity, while in ancient times different materials now out of 
use had to be employed. 

and Lio Bang-gui ~JUfi. Its date corresponds to June 
5th, 1663 [l]. 

An example of what was needed to paint the rooms 

which were added behind the Qingninggong ?'R'$'§ in 
Shenyang in 1663 is found in a Manchu document, a report 

to the Emperor made by Fiyanggii Jt:mit. head of the 

Neiwufu !lg$JJ(;J, and by the dignitaries Niyahan 

fb:sl~. Sanghing ~~- Indari ~illl1!!, Semi :fifM~J 

The list contains 39 entries, among which is the exact 
number of sieves, brooms and buckets needed. The most 
interesting entries are the different colours and other con
struction materials used for this work, altogether more than 
10,000 kg. 

Sometimes the translation is difficult because of some 
Manchu technical terms which cannot be found in any dic
tionary. However, the document is a very unusual and rare 
evidence for the history of Shenyang's Imperial Palace, and 
allows us to look deeply inside the old palace-building 
techniques. 

Transcription 

Dorgi baita be uheri kadalara yamun i booi amban Fiyanggii sei gingguleme wesimbu
rengge. 

Hese be baire jalin: booi weilere jurgan i alibuhangge. meni jurgan dangse be baicaci. 
du/eke aniya 

Genggiyen elhe gung ni amala nonggime araha orin nadan giyan i boo be. nirume ioleki 
sembi sehe wesimbuhede. 

Hese. ishun aniya weile sehe be gingguleme dahafi. te meni jurgan nirume iolere de 
baibure okto i jergi hacin be bodoci tungnio ilan minggan sunja tanggii juwan gin tuze ilan 
tanggii susai emu gin toseng or in nadan gin piyal fulgiyan boihon juwe tanggii nadanju gin. se 
sirge ninggun gin juwan juwe yan suwayan giowanze juwan ninggun da. muke amdun ilan 
tanggii nadanju jakiin gin guwa el fun emu tanggii giisin gin diyan hiiwa emu tanggii gin. ding 
fun emu tanggii gin el lioi emu tanggii giisin gin da lioi duin tanggii gin. io hiiwang jakiinju 
gin. cing fun emu tanggii giisin gin Ieng hiiwangjuwan ilan gin fiyan emu minggan ilan tanggii 
turha. cinuhiin juwe tanggii dehi emu gin hiiwangdan ilan tanggii nadanju jakiin gin [be}he 
ilan gin. san lioi dehi gin. sahaliyan ku ninggun gin fekSun orin gin. mei hiiwa cing emu tanggii 
susai gin. amba fulgiyan feigin jakiinju kuwai. amba suwayan feigin nadanju sunja kuwai. feigin 
latubure nimenggi emu tanggii gin. yoohan emu gin sunja yan asu boso jakiinju emu. so/ho 
hoofan susai nadan a/aha. deijire moo duin minggan nadan tanggii juwan gin moo yaha ning
gun tanggii gin fuka jakiinju. sisku juwan juwe. erku juwan uyun muke tatakii du in hiinta juwe 
tanggii nadanju gin jima malanggii nimenggi susai duin gin maise ufa juwe minggan emu 
tanggii ninju gin fanggiyan doho ilan minggan sunja tanggii juwan gin baibumbi sembi seme 
alibuhabi: erebe amban meni gisurehengge. jima malanggii nimenggi. maise ufa. doho. muke 
amdun deijire moo. moo yaha. sisku. erku. muke tatakii be. dorgi harangga jurgan ci gaifi bai
talara ci tulgiyen giiwa hacin be boigon i jurgan ci gaifi baitalakini sembi: amban meni cisui 
gamara ba waka ofi gingguleme wesimbuhe. 

Hese be baimbi: 

El he taifin i jai aniya du in biyai giisin 

booi amban bime ujujergi hiya emujergi nonggiha amban Fiyanggii: 
amban Niyahan: 
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hooi wei/erejurgan i icihiyara ha/an bime emujergi nonggiha amban Sanghing: 
amban Jndari. 

aisilakzl ha/an amban Semi: 
amban Lio Bang-gui. 

Translation 

Respectful report of Fiyanggii, Director of the Imperial Household Department, and others, 
in order to ask for an Imperial Order: 

after our Board has examined the documents delivered by the Imperial Board of Works, 
containing the report on the painting of twenty seven rooms added last year behind the 
"Genggiyen Elhe Gung", and in respectful execution of the Imperial order to start the work next 
year. our Board has now calculated the [following] colours and other things needed for painting: 

Oil form seeds of"Aleurites cordata" (tungnio) 
Clay used for boiling oil (luze) 
Yellow shell-powder (toseng) 
Red slate-powder (piyanfulgiyan boihon) 
Raw silk (se sirge) 
Yellow coarsely woven raw silk (suwayan giowanze) 
Water-glue (muke amdun) 
White powder called "Melon powder" (guwa elfun) 
Indigo (diyan hilwa) 
White lead-powder (ding fun) 
Dark green (el lioi) 
Bright green (da-lioi) 
"Oily" brimstone (io hilwang) 
Calomel (cingfun) 
Gamboge (Ieng hilwang) 
Rouge !jiyan) 
Cinnabar (cinahiln) 
Yellow lead ore (hilwangdan) 
Ink (behe) 
Powdered green (san lioi) 
Black soot (sahaliyan ku) 
Alum (jekSun) 
Plum blossom colour (mei hilwa cing) 
Big red gold leaves (ambafulgiyanfeigin) 
Big yellow gold leaves (amba suwayanfeigin) 
Glue to stick the gold leaves (jeigin latubure nimenggi) 
Cotton (yoohan) 
Net[-like] cloth (asu boso) 
Korean paper (so/ho hoo5an) 
Fire-wood (deijire moo) 
Charcoal (moo yaha) 
Jars (juka) 
Sieves (sisku) 
Brooms (erku) 
Waterbuckets (muke tatakil) 
Hemp (hilnta) 
White sesame oil Uima malanggil nimenggi) 
Corn flower (maise ufa) 
White lime (5anggiyan doho) 

3510 gin (2123,5 kg) [2] 
351 gin (212 kg) 
27 gin ( 16,3 kg) 
270 gin (I 63,3 kg) 
6 gin 2 yan (3, 7 kg) 
16 da (25,6 m) 
378 gin (228,7 kg) 
130 gin (78,6 kg) 
I 00 gin ( 60,5 kg) 
100 gin (60,5 kg) 
130 gin (78,6 kg) 
400 gin (242 kg) 
80 gin ( 48,4 kg) 
130 gin (78,6 kg) 
I3 gin (7,8 kg) 
1300 doses 
241 gin ( 145,8 kg) 
378 gin (228,7 kg) 
3 gin ( 1,8 kg) 
40 gin (24,2 kg) 
6 gin (3,6 kg) 
20 gin ( 12,5 kg) 
I 50 gin (90, 7 kg) 
80 pieces 
75 pieces 
I 00 gin ( 60,5 kg) 
I gin 5 yan (0,8 kg) 
81 sheets 
57 sheets 
4710 gin (2849,5 kg) 
600 gin (363 kg) 
80 
12 
19 
4 

270 gin ( 163,3 kg) 
54 gin (32,6 kg) 
2160 gin ( 1306,8 kg) 
3510 gin (2123,5 kg) 

We, the dignitaries, have discussed this matter and we [propose to] take white sesame oil, 
corn flower, lime, glue, fire-wood, charcoal, sieves, brooms, and waterbuckets from [our] Court 
Ministry; beyond these, all other things should be taken from the Board of Revenue. 

But we, the dignitaries, cannot manage it on our own initiative. [Therefore], we have made 
a respectful report, asking for an Imperial order. 
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The 20th day of the 4th month of the 2d year ofElhe Taifin. 
Dignitary Fiyanggii, Department Director, Imperial Bodyguard of the first rank, [with] one 

rank added, [and] dignitary Niyahan. 
Dignitary Sanghing, Department director of the Imperial Board of Works, [with] one rank 

added, [and] di~nitary Indari. 
Dignitary Semi, Assistant Department director, [and] dignitary Lio Bang-gui. 

• • • 

29 

The main problem in analyzing this document consists 
in the identification of the materials requested: the most 
part of the terms used there is of Chinese origin, and there
fore is difficult to be identified without the ideograms. 
Some other terms are in "technical Manchu" and are not 

found, as we have already pointed out, in the eastern or 
western dictionaries. Therefore, their identification is an en
richment of Manchu lexicography and gives to this docu
ment a special linguistic value which could be added to its 
importance as a historical document of the early Qing dynasty. 

tungnio <Chin. :ffii]iliJ tongyou 
tuze <Chin. ± T tuzi 
toseng <Chin. il't; {~ tuoseng 
piyal fulgiyan boihon < Chin.}:4- pian, "slate'', +Ma. "red clay/earth" 

se sirge < Chin.1:.f.*' shengsi 
suwayan giowanze: Ma. "yellow"+< Chin. ~fir juanzi 
guwa elfun <Chin. JJ15lm guaer fen 
diyan huwa < Chin. fili:ft dianhua 
dingfun <Chin. ~~ ding/en, i. e. modern B~m baiqianfen 

el lioi < Chin. =il er/ii 
da /ioi <Chin. *iJ. dalii 
io huwang <Chin. iliJfiil youhuang 
cingfun <Chin. @~ qingfun 
Ieng huwang <Chin. 1Jljl tenghuang 
fiyan: Ma. "red paint" - "rouge" (Chin. Ji!Jlli yanzhi); the given units are called turha 

(lit. "blot, dab"); the translation "dose" seems to be more adequate. 

huwangdan <Chin. ~ff- huangdan 
san lioi <Chin. fg(jf sanlii 
mei huwa cing <Chin. :tfiftlf meihua qing 
fuka: Ma. "jar"; hitherto found with this meaning only in expressions like ~:!$; wengcheng 

"[a jar-like] enceinte in front of a city wall''. 

Notes 

I. This document is kept in the Library of the Zentralasiatisches Seminar, Boon University. The author wishes to thank its director. 
Prof. Dr. Michael Weiers. for the permission to study and publish it. 

2. The following Manchu units are mentioned: 

gin= jin ff ("' 605 g), 

yan = /iang ~ ("' 37,3 g), 

da = tuo f!f. ("' 1,6 m). 

turha = pian ft ("dose"). 

kuwai = kuai :lj\ ("piece"). 

a/aha= :hang ~ ("sheet"). 

Illustrations 

Fig. I. A Manchu report (wesimburengge) to Emperor Kangxi, a document of Bonn University, the Library 
of the Zentralasiatisches Seminar. 

Fig. 2. The same document (continuation). 
Fig. 3. The same document (continuation). 
Fig. 4. The end of the document. 



TEXT AND ITS CULTURAL 
INTERPRETATION 

E.A. Rezvan 

THE QUR'AN AND ITS WORLD: 
I. THE PROBLEM OF RECONSTRUCTING ANCIENT 

ARABIAN COSMOGONIC AND ANTHROPOGENETIC LORE 

For an adequate interpretation of the concept of the world 
as reflected in the Qur' an it is necessary first of all to un
derstand in what way the Qur'anic ideas are linked to the 
corresponding system of notions, traditions, and symbols of 
the pre-Islamic culture of Arabia. This link but occasionally 
appears as a direct inc I us ion of corresponding notions into 
the system of early Islamic culture. Usually we come across 
statements negating the foundations of the pagan Arabian 
culture and at the same time explaining the ideas introduced 
by the Qur'an as a restoration of the forgotten creed of the 
ancestors [I]. These notions. however, usually contained 
only a new interpretation of the principal cultural elements 
of the past. Sometimes this link hqs a more complicated 
structure, especially when it comes to the system 
of cosmogonic and ethnogcnetic myths included into 
the Qur'an. 

The Qur'anic ideas connected with the origin of man
kind have been described, to some extent, in several 
works [2]. P. A. Gryaznevich, who studied the system of 
corresponding notions reflected in jahiliyya poetry, in 
Arabic tribal ethnonyms and in the Qur'anic text, came to 
the conclusion that there had never been any common 
Arabic myth. or any Arabic myth at all dealing with the 
origin of mankind or of the world as a whole [3]. The 
available sources allow us to state that in pre-Islamic Ara
bia there was no notion like the Primal Man or "the primary 
ancestor" current among the pagan Arabians. The history of 
every clan or tribe was being derived from a certain. usu
ally deified. ancestor. This determined the discreteness of 
ethnic consciousness, which was the characteristic feature 
of the pagan Arabian ideology. 

Certainly. Arabian Christians and Jews were familiar 
with the Old Testament ideas on the origin of the human 
race and the primary ancestor Adam. We can take for ex
ample the qa~ida ascribed to the poet-Christian 'Adi 
b. Zayd. which presents a narrative very close to the pas
sages from the Genesis telling about the creation of the 
world and the mankind [4]. 'Adi b. Zayd's text as a whole 
leaves us no doubt about its pre-Islamic origin. One of its 
passages is especially noteworthy. Verses I 1-12 of the 
qa.~ida correspond to Gen. III. I: "Now the serpent was 
more subtil ('rum) than any beast of the field which the 

Lord God had made". There is, however, a strange devia
tion from the Old Testament text in 'Adi b. Zayd's poem: 

And the serpent was spotted (raqshii' - "black-and-white") 
when it was created, 

Like you see the image of a camel or a she-camel.. 

It is worth noting that the verse that follow this passage 
are again close to the verse of the Bible. 

The Hebrew 'rum ("more subtil") is replaced in the 
Arabic text by raqshti' ("spotted"), one of the traditional 
appellatives for a serpent in the pre-Islamic poetry. If we 
take into account that Arabic a 'ram" corresponding to 'rum 
in the text of the Bible meant "spotted (black-and-white)", 
when applied to a serpent injahiliyya poetry [5], it explains 
the use of the term raqsha' - the synonym of a 'ram" [6]. 
In this way the "subtil" serpent became "spotted". This 
transition evidently leads the poet to associate the serpent 
before its punishment by God with a camel, to whom the 
appellative raqsha · could also be applied [7]. All this 
brings us to the conclusion that, first of all, the text ascribed 
to 'Adi b. Zayd is authentic, and that it goes back directly 
to the Hebrew text. 

Similar "mistakes" might probably explain some other 
strange features present in the Qur'anic lore deriving from 
the Old Testament tradition. 

So we read in 'Adi b. Zayd's poem: 

(7) lie accomplished his creation in six days 
And in the last of them created the man. 

(8) And He called to him [rising] his voice: "Adam•", 
and he answered him, 

Because into the body created [by Allah] the breath 
of life had been placed. 

(9) Then He gave him Paradise, for him to live there, 
And made wife for him, creating her from his rib. 

To this very tradition MuJ:iammad appealed in his ser
mons. The Old Testament image of "Adam the forefather", 
which had developed many centuries before due to the 
victory of monotheism in a different cultural and ethnic 
environment, featured for a while in the centre of 
MuJ:iammad's disputes with his opponents. MuJ:iammad 
again and again speaks about Adam: Allah had made 
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a covenant with Adam (20: 115/114), but being urged by 
Iblls "Adam disobeyed his Lord and so he erred" 
(20: 121 /I I 9) and was expelled from Paradise (20: 123/ 
121-123/122). In His mercy, however, "Thereafter his 
Lord chose him, and ... He guided him" (20: 122/120). The 
Prophet is speaking about the danger of temptation coming 
from lblls, who said to Allah: "if Thou deferrest me to the 
Day of Resurrection I shall assuredly master his (Adam's) 
seed (dhurriyya), save a few" ( 17 : 62/64 ). 

Muryammad's sermons testify to a remarkable change. 
Numerous primary ancestors are replaced by one common 
forefather - Adam. The very application to this image 
demonstrates that before Muryammad's preaching most of 
the Meccans had no idea of a common ancestor, i. e. the 
social notion of "mankind" was also unknown to them. In 
Muryammad's sermons preached not long before the Hijra 
his audience is more and more frequently addressed as ya 
bani adam - "O sons of Adam!". (7: 26/25; 27126, 31 /29, 
35/33; 36: 60). 

What were the views Muryammad was arguing against? 
The extant sources definitely prove that in the pagan envi
ronment of pre-Islamic Arabia there were still remnants of 
the ancient mythological ideas about the origin of the Pri
mal Man from "the root, the sprout of raw clay" ( 'irq al
thara), from the "mother-earth" (cf. Qur'an 22: 5), from 
the damp layer of earth (al-thara) feeding the roots of 
plants; from dust (turab, see Qur'an 3 : 52). The motif of 
the "Primal Man-clay", which appears in the Qur'an (6: 2), 
is not present in pre-Islamic poetry. 

Most important in connection with the further de
velopment of the subject is the notion of a stone being 
turned into a human being, of the birth of a man from a 
stone-rock. A number of Arabian tribal ethnonyms con
nected with the worship of stones symbolizing primal an
cestors, as well as of rocks embodying pagan deities, reflect 
the existence of such ideas (8]. 

It should be mentioned also that the word npsh (nfs. cf. 
Arab. na(s- "soul", from tanaffasa "to breathe") was used 
in Nabatean and South Arabian epigraphies, in graffitti 
from Central Arabia, to indicate gravestones, which were 
expected to "represent the soul, i. e. the personality of the 
dead" (9]. There is a series of pre-Islamic legends concern
ing the "reverse process" of a man being transformed into a 
stone. Comparative mythology testifies that this kind of in
version goes back to a stable idea of the "direct process" of 
a man originating from a stone. 

Most popular is the legend of Isaf and Na'ila (10]. The 
story tells that a man called Isaf and a woman Na'ila, both 
of Yemenese origin, made a pilgrimage to Mecca. When 
they were alone in the sanctuary they became inflamed with 
passion, sinned, and were immediately turned into stone. 
They were carried out of the Ka' ba and installed by the 
sanctuary. Their location is differently indicated in the 
sources. Most often one of the stones is placed by the 
Ka'ba, the other one - by the Zamzam well. The shape of 
the stones vaguely resembled human figures. Sacrificial 
blood was poured upon them. T. Fahd [ 11] takes this story 
for a later moralizing legend directed against temptations 
offered to pilgrims by those, who, having no ritually pure 
dress, performed sacred rites completely or almost na
ked [ 12]. Basing upon the information provided by al
Azraqi that these stones had formerly been standing on the 
hills of al-Sara and al-Marwa embodying the cult of Ba' I 
and Ba' la, the scholar came to the conclusion that the 

bringing together of these idols by the Zamzam well could 
mark the foundation of the Meccan sanctuary. The sacri
fices formerly made on the hills were offered now by the 
well, and the two stones could symbolize here the two hills. 

Among the people of the Tayyi' tribe there was a leg
end about Aja' and Salma, at some points similar to that of 
Isaf and Na'ila. A man named Aja' b. al-l:layy fell in love 
with Salma who was a married woman from his own tribe. 
She had a nurse 'Awja', in whose house they used to meet. 
Once the husband of Salma and her brothers took the lovers 
by surprise. Aja' and Salma tried to escape, but were 
caught. Salma was put to death on a mountain which re
ceived her name, 'Awja' was killed on another mountain 
and Aja' - on the third one. These mountains, including 
the third one. black rock, which resembled a human figure. 
got the names of the murdered (13]. 

There is another legend of the same kind. According to 
it, along the road used by pilgrims on the way from Mecca 
to the mount 'Ararat there were stones called al-Niswa 
("Women"). One woman who was unfaithful to her hus
band became pregnant. When she was there, on the road, 
she happened to bear a child in the presence of two other 
women. The three women immediately turned into 
stones (14]. 

The next legend is connected with South Arabia. lbn 
al-Mujawir [ 15] tells that there, at the site called Naqil, 
were two stones - two women turned into stone, their re
productive organs could be seen regularly shedding blood. 
Also, the l:lacjramawt idol al-Jalsad was a great white rock 
with a black top resembling a human face. Al-Jalsad was 
worshipped in all Arabia. even among the Mahrians. 
T. Fahd explains the etymology of the idol's name as deri
vation from jalmad ("rock" - "strong man") (16]. Al
though this name easily fits the common metaphoric 
scheme (cf., for instance, Russian KpeMeHb "flintstone" -
"strong man"), one should take into consideration that for 
the primitive or magic consciousness a name was not just a 
conventional sign but the integral part of the object to 
which it was attached. 

The common elements of all these legends, which are 
widespread over the whole of Arabia (in Hijaz, Najd, in the 
south of the Arabian Peninsula). are: (i) a criminal coitus; 
(ii) turning into stone as a punishment for adultery (in the 
case of lsaf and Na'ila - for the desecration of a shrine); 
(iii) the worship of the stones which came into being in this 
miraculous way. 

Comparative mythology demonstrates that many an
thropogenetic and cosmogonic legends include the story of 
the "original sin" which fertilized people and all other liv
ing beings [ 17]. It is not a mere chance that the element of 
"criminal coitus" appears in the legends cited above. Before 
Islam often the process of childbirth itself at its different 
stages was becoming the object of sanctification. There was 
the cult of reproductive organs. 

On the other hand, the worship of rocks and stones as 
the dwelling of deities (suffice it to remember the Black 
Stone of Ka'ba) was certainly related to the worship of 
stones as primal ancestors, which is confirmed by numer
ous ethnonyms of the banii jandal - "the sons of rock" 
type. Comparative mythology testifies to the connection of 
these views with the myths of creation telling about the 
origin of man from stone. These myths were widespread in 
particular among the nomad Semites dwelling in rocky 
steppes and on plateaux [ 18]. All this brings us to the 
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conclusion that the legends cited above possibly go back to 
the original layer of anthropogenic and ethnogenic mythol
ogy of the inhabitants of Arabia, reflecting the stage of its 
development far gone from the archaic notions connected 
with the understanding of anthropogenesis as of "spon
taneous transformation of stone into man without any par
ticipation of the God's will or action" [19]. 

The idea of man originating from stone is never ex
plicitly stated in the Qur'an, though there are certain hints 
present in several passages: 'Then your hearts became 
hardened thereafter and are like stones, or even yet harder; 
for there are stones from which rivers come gushing, and 
others split, so that water issues from them, and others 
crash down in the fear of God" (2 : 74/69) [20]; "then fear 
the Fire, whose fuel is men and stones, prepared for unbe
lievers" (2: 24/22, see also 17: 50/53). 

In our opinion, the system of these mythological no
tions was absorbed both by the Qur'an and by the ideology 
of the early Islam, though in a modified form. It is known 
that Islam inherited the ritual of hajj, providing it with a 
new foundation connected with the Bible history. It is 
known that ritual is more conservative than mythology, 
though often with the change of ideology the same ritual 
could be provided with a new mythological founda
tion [21 ]. This happened to the system of mythological no
tions connected with hajj. 

What is especially interesting is that the pagan ritual 
connected with the worship of Isaf and Na'ila is taking its 
roots, as we were trying to demonstrate, in the ethnogenetic 
mythology of Arabia. The analysis of some of the features 
of the cult of Isiif and Na' ila, of the appellatives applied to 
their names, proves that its mythological foundation 
changed several times. T. Fahd [22] demonstrates that at 
some stage the worship of lsaf, the god of wind and rain, 
whose appellative was Nahlk Mujawid al-Rll) ("power 
which brings abundant rain with wind") and of Na'ila, the 
deity of fertility, was related to the agrarian cult. Later lsaf 
(etymologically - "collector", "keeper") and Na'ila 
("receiver of gifts"). after their images had been installed 
by the temple treasury-well Zamzam, became its guardians. 
Finally. according to the Muslim tradition, the meeting of 
Adam and l:lawwa (Eve) after their expulsion from Para
dise took place by the mount of' Arafat. There they dwelled 
for a while and there their first child was born to them. 
Muzdalifa is also connected with the names of the forefa
thers [23]. The appearance of the Zamzam well and one of 
the rituals of hajj - running (sa 'y) between the hills of al
$afii and al-Marwa - are connected with the names of 
l:lajar and of the forefather of northern Arabs, Isma'll, the 
ancestor of their eponym 'Adnan. It was the realization of 
the idea that the ritual of hajj was connected with a repeti
tion of what had been there at the dawn of human history, 
that this very place was in some way connected with the 
story of the Primal Man and the forefather of the inhabi
tants of Arabia (let us remember the al-Niswa women 
turned into stone by the 'Arafiit mount and the connection 
of the al-$afii and al-Marwa hills with the cult of Isiif and 
Na'ila). 

It is also important to recall A. Hocart's remark that 
myth is a part of ritual and ritual - part of myth. Myth is 
describing the ritual, and the ritual is staging the myth [24]. 
The Qur'an, when it insists on the necessity of performing 
hajj as a ritual obligation of a Moslem, thus establishes 
a link between the new ideology and the system of mytho-

logical notions which developed around the worship of the 
Mecca shrine in the jahiliyya time: "Safa and Marwa are 
among the waymarks (al-masha 'ir) of God; so whosoever 
makes the Pilgrimage ('umra) to the House, or the Visita
tion (hajj), it is no fault in him to circumambulate them; 
and whoso volunteers good, God is All-grateful, All
knowing" (2: 158/153); "but when you press on from Ara
fat, then remember God at the Holy Waymark (al-mash 'ar 
al-haram), and remember Him as He has guided you, 
though formerly you were gone astray" (2 : 198/194 ). 

It is unknown when the name of Adam became associ
ated in the people's minds with these places and with the 
stages of the hajj ritual [25]. As the Old Testament ideas on 
the origin of man were widespread among monotheistic 
Arabians, it is quite probable that the l:lanlfs [26], whose 
devotion to the performance of the hajj ritual is marked by 
the Muslim tradition, could link some of its steps with the 
name of Adam even before Mul)ammad's preaching. 

It is noteworthy that such an association indicates the 
contemporaries of the Prophet to have been familiar only 
with the echo of the ancient Arabian myths of creation. By 
the time of the rise of Islam the erosion of the system of 
ancient Arabian cosmogonic ideas had been almost ac
complished. The Qur'an only reflected the final stage of 
this long process. 

The way the terms adam and banii adam are employed 
in the Qur'an, as well as a number of other Qur'anic 
terms [27], confirm that Qur'anic ideas on the origin of 
man, which were gradually developing through the whole 
period of Mul)ammad's prophetic activities, reflect a com
plicated process of interaction of different ideological 
trends, a singular combination of both the Old Testament 
lore and ideas produced by inter-Christian disputes 
of that time overlaying the original Arabian ideological 
stratum. The development of the system of principal 
Qur'anic notions which implied God - "Creator", peo
ple - "sons of Adam", the sanctuary of Mecca - "the 
House of Allah", etc., also turned to be connected with the 
image of Adam. 

All this took place against a very complicated social 
and ideological background of Arabia in the sixth and early 
seventh century (gradual consolidation of Arabian tribes 
into one nation, transition from the tribal stage of organisa
tion to territorial, from paganism to Islam, development of 
the State, etc.). As early as the end of the seventh
beginning of the eighth century in the works of genealo
gists and commentators of the Qur'an there appears a joint 
genealogy of the tribes of Arabia going back to "forefather 
Adam" [28]. In this way the Arabs "joined the family" of 
the other peoples of the Bible, their history became part of 
the world history, and the Arabs themselves became mem
bers of the humankind (banii adam). In this respect they 
were becoming no less "civilised" than the peoples con
quered by them. 

Penetrating beyond the limits of Arabia, Islam entered 
the field which for many centuries had been cultivated by 
different monotheistic systems. There, first of all in Syria 
and Iraq, under the circumstances of intensive inter-ethnic 
and inter-confessional contacts, took place the final forma
tion and record of the dogmatic and legal system of Islam 
and of its "sacred history". The strong ideological pressure 
of this all-embracing system of values, which absorbed the 
cream of the principal cultural elements of the jahiliyya pe
riod, its aim being to justify the new role of the Arabs in the 
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"civilised world", had tenninated the long process of disin
tegration and erasure from the collective memory of the old 
"barbaric" traditions. First of all, it affected the principal 
cosmogonic and anthropogenetic myths, the core of all an-

cient and medieval ideological systems. Due to their sig
nificance, however, the ideas of this kind could not vanish 
without a trace. Their presence is evident in the ritual of 
hajj recorded by the Qur'an. 
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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

0. V. Vasilyeva 

THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF RUSSIA: NEW ACQUISITIONS 
OF ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS IN 1992-1996 

The National Library of Russia (henceforth NLR) has a 
valuable collection of Oriental manuscripts (about 26 thou
sand items), mainly Hebrew and Arabographic codices and 
documents. The predominance of the Near Eastern and 
Middle Eastern materials here, which the author of the pre
sent article had a chance to note elsewhere [I], is a feature 
characteristic of the collection of the NLR as a whole. It 
also reveals itself in acquisitions of 1992-1996. During 
this period 4 Hebrew, I Georgian and 43 Arabographic 
(Arabic, Persian, Old Uzbek, Turkish) manuscripts, 4 
block-prints (3 Japanese and I Chinese) and I Chinese 
painting have been acquired: in 1992 only one item came to 
the library, in 1993 - 5, in 1994 - 21, in 1995 - 22, and 
in January 1996 - 4 items. When comparing with the 
Russian [2] and West European acquisitions of the same 
period, the Oriental ones demonstrate an obvious tendency 
of constant increasing. Such a phenomenon can be ex
plained by the recent changes in economic situation in the 
country, which make the owners part with their family re!-

ics. First of all the owners part with the Oriental objects, 
since these materials usually proves to be less significant 
for them. As a rule, those who sell Oriental manuscripts do 
not know the languages in which they were written. At the 
same time the financial capacities of the NLR make it the 
only purchaser of Oriental manuscripts in St. Petersburg. 
Another significant factor for increasing the number of Ori
ental manuscripts is the renewal of archaeographic activi
ties; we mean not outside ("field") work, but that within the 
city, by means of establishing contacts with manuscript 
collectors and their heirs. 

In the reports of The Imperial Public Library (the for
mer name of the NLR), which have been published since 
1808, the new acquisitions are presented as the following: 
first the gifts (collections or single manuscripts) are named, 
as well as the names of their donators; then a list of collec
tions and manuscripts purchased by the NLR goes (the 
names of the former owners usually are not mentioned). 
Here we follow the same scheme [3]. 

Donations 

1. E. K. Sagidova, head of the Department of National 
Literatures of the NLR, donated two ! 9th century manu
scripts formerly belonged to her father, turkologist Abdul
Karim Sagidov: 

a) a collection of works in Turkish containing treatises 
on shaykhs, versification, instructions on reading and or
thography, verse on the meaning of letters and on the cor
rect way of writing them; 

b) a collection of verse by different authors in the Tatar 
language. 

2. N. N. Neelova donated two parchment leaves from a 
Georgian manuscript, apparently a collection of copies of 
documents which belonged to some noble Georgian family. 
The manuscript was most likely a family chronicle copied 
and illuminated with multicoloured miniatures on its bor-

ders. It was perhaps executed in St. Petersburg in the sec
ond quarter of the I 9th century. The parchment leaves 
contain a fragment from a document dealing with the return 
of Tarkhan, the son of Agham-agha, from Persia to Tbi
lisi. Because of his great services performed to his country 
Tarkhan was pardoned by the Georgian Tsar. and a 
sword - a sign of an ancestral honour and glory - was 
presented to him. The fragment has no date and the Geor
gian Tsar is not named. 

3. A scroll of the Torah (Exodus, 35.6 - to the end) 
in Old Hebrew, which was brought for expertise from 
the Kengisepp (a town on the Russian-Estonian fron
tier) customs and left to the Library. It was written at the 
end of the I 9th--early 20th century on whitewashed 
parchment. 

Library's Purchases 

Collections 

I. Two manuscript anthologies (late ! 8th--early 
I 9th century) and a lithograph in Arabic. presenting a col
lection of comments, glosses and supra-comments to the 
most popular Islamic work Al- 'Aqa 'id al- 'aqudiyya by 
'A~ud al-Din al-'ljl, copied in Central Asia. Many of its 

pages bear additions and corrections which are written in 
the text or on the margins; there are some extra folios glued 
into the book with supplements from other commentaries. 
Its owner. most likely a theologian, apparently used these 
books for his investigations or perhaps worked on his own 
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commentary on Al- 'Aqa 'id. The seller of the books main
tains that they belonged formerly to ballerina 0. A. Pe
trushina (her signatures in blue ink are present), 
who brought them from Central Asia after the Second 
World War. 

2. Fragments of two Qur 'ans, and of two works on 
theology in Arabic and Persian, were also brought from 
Central Asia. Formerly they belonged to a zoologist living 
in Central Asia in 1934-1937. 

3. A small but fine, from the artistic point of view, 
collection consisting of one Arabic and three Persian manu
scripts, the last being wonderful examples of medieval Ira
nian book-art: 

a) Kulliyat (collected works) by Sa'dl copied in a spe
cific script and decorated with head-pieces of unusual 
forms. It can be dated to the end of the 14th century. In the 
funds of the NLR there is a manuscript of the Kulliyat by 
'!mad Faqlh executed in the same style, with a date corre
sponding to A.O. 1370 [4]. 

b) Timzir-nama by Hatlfi, copied in 1531 by Mirza Mu
l)ammad. One miniature and a leather binding with stamped 
central medallion have survived. 

c) Khamsa by Ni?aml copied in the middle of the 
I 6th century and decorated after the tradition of the Shiraz 
school, with numerous head-pieces in the text and with 
three frontispieces. The margins of frontispieces are cov
ered with golden and blue floral ornament. Unfortunately, it 
contains only three of the five poems. It seems that once the 
manuscript was divided into two parts and each of them 
was sold separately. 

d) Qur 'an, I 8th century, Turkey. The lower part of the 
lacquered cover with floral ornament on golden back
ground has survived. 

Judging by the paper used to restore the manu
scripts, this small collection represents a part of some 
l 9th century European collection. The last owners of these 
manuscripts obtained them just before the Second World 
War, along with printed books having nothing to do with 
the East. 

4. A collection of manuscripts belonging formerly to 
S. N. Khanukayev ( 1907-1982), a famous collector of 
works of Oriental art. Despite the fact that almost all his life 
he spent in Leningrad, he retained his interest in chased 
works, which is especially characteristic of his native land, 
Daghestan. Later the range of his interests had widened and 
he began to collect objects of Russian and European art. 
Besides he assembled a considerable number of Oriental 
manuscripts - about thirty items, including separate mini
atures. Unfortunately, the collection was dispersed after his 
death. We managed to restore the manuscript part of this 
collection: 

a) "fzi{i-nama by Qiya al-Din Nakhshabl. The manu
script was acquired in a second-hand bookshop. The copy 
was made at the end of the l 6th-early l 7th century in In
dia. It contains nine early Moghiil miniatures which are not 
contemporary with the manuscript. Most likely they were 
taken from another copy of the same work and glued into 
the manuscript. 

21 manuscripts, 2 lithograph posters and 1 printed book 
were sold to the library by the heirs of the collector. Among 
these materials there are 3 Persian manuscripts with minia
tures. The manuscripts have black leather bindings: 

b) a collection of bayaqs and verses by different 
authors, which dates to 1829, containing 13 miniatures; 

c) the Diwan by l:lafi? of the 1820s-1830s, with 
5 miniatures; 

d) Qissa-i Yzidhiisaf wa Bilawhar (or Bzidasaf wa 
Bulzihar), a Persian translation of the Arabic version of 
"The Tale of Varlaam and loasaf' taken from 'Ayn al
l]ayat by Mul)ammad Baqir, 1829, with 9 miniatures. 

Two manuscripts, copied after the Persian manner, date 
to the l 6th century: 

e) the poem Yzisuf wa Zulaykha by the Turkish author 
l:lamdl, copied in 1523 by Mu~\afa b. 'Umar al-Briisawl. 
Calligraphic nasta 'liq, varnished paper of different tinges; 

f) a treatise on prayer in Arabic with a parallel transla
tion into Persian. Some missing leaves were replaced later. 

A considerable number of Khanukayev's manuscripts 
came from Central Asia: 

g) the most interesting item is a collection of works on 
jiqh, grammar and mathematics in Arabic, copied in 
April-July 1793 in Bukhara, in the Qiillbaba Kiikaltash 
madrasa by Mul)ammad Sharif Balkhl. Its binding was 
made by the same person (it bears stamped medallions 
"made by Mul)ammad Sharif'). The manuscript is deco
rated with 15 'unwans, the text with golden speckles has a 
multicolour frame; 

h) the poem Mul]i(-i a ';;am by Bldil, in Persian, copied 
"one hundred years after the death of the author", i. e. in 
1233/1817-1818 by Mulla Mul)ammad 'Alim; 

i) a collection of poems by different authors in Persian 
and Old Uzbek. Copied in 1887 in Khujand; 

j) a collection of poems in Uzbek, containing Hikmat 
by Al)mad Yasawl and the Diwan by Shahid!. The first half 
of the I 9th century; 

k) a compound manuscript of 1916, containing Ahtam
nama, an Uzbek rendering by ~ayqall of the Tadzhik poem, 
as well as different verse and fragments of two treatises in 
Arabic; 

l) the second part of the Persian work Maktzibiit-i 
imam-i rabbiini by Badr al-Dln al-Sirhindl. Composed by 
'Abd al-l:lay b. Khwaja Chakir-i Hi~arl. l 8th century; 

m) commentary on the Qur 'an in Arabic by an un
known author. The beginning and the end of the manuscript 
are missing. l 9th century; 

n) a collection of abstracts from different works in 
Arabic, the beginning of the 20th century. 

Central Asian manuscripts are written, as a rule, on lo
cally manufactured paper (yellowish white, varnished, with 
wide uneven verge) in a specific Central Asian nasta 'liq. 
Most of them have muqawwa-bindings with thick card
board covers, lacquered and decorated with stamped central 
pieces and medallions. 

Two manuscripts of Khanukayev's collection were 
copied in Turkey on an European paper: 

o) a Turkish translation of a Persian treatise on poetry 
written in 1624. The copy was made on Austrian paper at 
the end of the l 8th century. Restored and bound in the 
l 9th century; 

p) an Arabic work on the Muslim law by an unknown 
author. The beginning and the end of the manuscript is 
missing. Late l 8th--early l 9th century. 

Four manuscripts came from Daghestan. They are dis
tinguished by a peculiar kind of script, frequent use of red 
ink and large letters marking chapters and paragraphs, as 
well as by a rough friable paper of greyish colour: 

q) commentary in Arabic by MuJ:iammad b. 'Abd al
Ghanl al-Ardablli on the grammatical work al-Unmzidhaj 
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by al-Zamakhshari. l 7th century. Black leather binding 
with stamped central piece, medallions and comer-pieces. 
On the flap of the binding it is stamped: "Let not the 
hand of an infidel ever touch it" and the date -
A.H. 1189/A.D. 1775-1776. Restoration of the 18th-
19th centuries; 

r) a treatise on the principles of Islam in Arabic by an 
unknown author. The beginning of the manuscript is miss
ing. I 8th century; 

s) two l 8th century copies of the Arabic work Minhiij 
al- 'iibidin ilii jannati rabbi-I- 'iilamin by al-Ghazali. Torn 
leather bindings with flaps. 

Besides these items Khanukayev's collection includes a 
fragment of a parchment scroll of the Torah (Deuteronomy, 
17.2-21.23); two colour lithographed posters - training 
appliances on Arabic calligraphy for the Tatar schools 
(Kazan, 1900-190 I); a book with 12 colour illustrations 
printed in Japan - "Le bras de !'Ogre" - a French trans
lation by J. Dautenner (No. 18 of the "Les contes du vieux 
Japan" series); and at last a Persian lacquer miniature of 
Qajar style on cardboard and a lacquered casket of papier
miiche with I 9th century miniatures bought in a curiosity 
shop. 

5. Several manuscripts bought from a Moscow collec
tor, three of them, according to the legend, formerly be
longed to Academician I. Yu. Krachkovsky (his collection 
of Islamic manuscripts is now preserved in NLR): 

a) a treatise on astrology in Arabic, by an unknown 
author. Written and copied in 1737. Acquired by Ulrich 
von Setzen in Cairo in 1808; 

b) Maniir al-anwiir fi u~iil al-fiqh by Hafi:? al-Din al
Nasafi, in Arabic, of 1666; 

c) Gulistiin by Sa' di, copied in Central Asia in the late 
I 8th--early I 9th century. 

From the same collector also came three remarkable, 
from the artistic point of view, items: 

d) a Chinese painting on a silk scroll "A lizhi Branch" 
(china ink and water-colour) by Chan Du (1763-1844) 
from Hanzhou (the pen-name of Tian Shu Mei). There is a 
text written by the painter explaining what plant is de
picted, where it grows, and of what taste its fruits are; 

e) a manuscript executed in the muraqqa '-album style, 
after the Persian tradition, obviously in Turkey, in the sec
ond half of the I 6th century. It contains fragments from the 

Diwan by Hafi? and separate lines from a mathnawi-poem 
about Alexander the Great. Hafi?'s ghazals were copied by 
Mir 'Ali al-Katib in the middle of the I 6th century. They 
were later put into a frame consisting of lines from the 
poem and glued within multicolour borders decorated with 
golden ornament. The binding is covered by dark brown 
leather with gilt central piece, medallions and corner
pieces; the inside is of brown leather with gilded leather net 
laid upon a coloured central piece, comer-pieces and me
dallions ("filigree decoration"). On the first folio there are 
owners' handwriting by 'Abd al-RaQman, kiidi al- 'askar of 
Rumelia (the supreme judge of the European part of the 
Ottoman Empire); 

f) the most remarkable and valuable acquisition made 
by the library is a manuscript coming from the same col
lection. It is a splendidly illuminated takhmis [5] of the fa
mous Arabic poem in praise of MuQammad Qa.yidat al
burda by al-Bii~iri. The name of the person who ordered 
the manuscript is written on the front page in whiting 
within a golden rectangle - Qulum\ay al-dawwadar (the 
keeper of the ink-pot - a high-rank official of the Mamliik 
court). On the margins of the same page there is a waqf re
cord (testament) telling that on 16 Dhii'l-qa'da 89511 Octo
ber 1490 Mamliik Sultan Ashraf Abii Na~r Qayi\-bay 
(1468-1494) "in agreement with the law left this manu
script to the students seeking for knowledge, and made its 
abode in the madrasa he founded, on the condition of not 
taking it from the above mentioned madrasa except on the 
security of a deposit". The record is testified by 'Abd al
Razzaq ibn AQmad al-Baqali [6]. The reverse of folio I is 
decorated with a golden 'unwiin. Each stanza is adorned 
with two golden flower-rosettes. On the last leaf there is a 
golden disk with a colophon within it, containing the name 
of the copyist - MuQammad b. l:lusayn, known as al
l:lusami, and the date that can be read as the last day of 
Jumada I 74817 September 1347. The text is written in 
scripts of different types and sizes (mul]aqqaq and naskh), 
in black and red ink, on dense varnished yellowish-white 
paper. The binding of the manuscript is also remarkable. It 
has a blind-tooled dark-brown leather cover and a flap 
decorated with "netted" and gilded "nail" stamped patterns. 
The manuscript bears traces of a restoration-work. It is in 
an excellent condition and its facsimile edition can be 
easily executed. 

Other acquisitions 

I. The Diwan by Hafi?, copied in 1878 in Central Asia, 
in a claret cardboard muqawwa-binding with stamped me
dallions containing the name of the binder - Mulla ... Mu
Qammad. 

2. A Persian translation of the work on the history 
of the Ghaznavids - Sebuktegin (977-997) and his 
son Yamin al-Dawla MaQmiid (998-1030), written in 
Arabic by Abii Ja'far al-Jabbar al-'Utbi. Translated into 
Persian by Abii'l-Sharaf Na~iQ al-Munshi al-Jarbadaqani. 
The copy was made in Iran in the second half of the 
l 9th century. 

3. Two parchment scrolls of Megil/oth Esther in Old 
Hebrew. I 9th century. 

4. Drawings by Katsushika Hokusai, a famous Japanese 
painter, - a manual for his pupils. A Japanese block-print 
of 1878. 

5. "The Life of the Faithful Vassal Anao and of the 

Men of Honour". An illustrated Japanese block-print of 
1885 put in a calico cover with a later metal plaque repre
senting the Orthodox St. Nicholas wooden cathedral in 
Harbin. It was built by Russians at the beginning of the 
20th century and ruined in the l 960's during the Cultural 
revolution in China. 

6. 'The History of the East Zhou Kingdoms", a Chi
nese block-print of 1887, which contains the eighteenth
century novel, in two volumes, each comprising six sepa
rately bounded parts. With illustrations. 

7. A l 9th century Turkish coverlet of organdi-silk em
broidered in silk and gold with decorative patterns and 
phrases in Arabic. 

Despite the fact that some of the newly acquired manu
scripts were already restored in the East, as well as in the 
West (including Russia), mostly they are in a bad condition 
and need a thorough restoration. It is connected not only 
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with their wrong preserving, but also with their intensive 
usage by readers. 

directly from the East, and that means that our task is to 
collect, preserve and study everything that is available now. 

It should be noted that in St. Petersburg there are still 
many Oriental manuscripts left in private possession. It is 
rather amazing, that they have survived the revolution of 
1917, that they have not been used as a fuel during the 
siege of Leningrad in 1941-1944, and that they were not 
just thrown away. We can hardly expect new items coming 

We are grateful to those who have brought to the NLR 
these precious remnants of the historical past irrespective of 
the fact whether these people had devoted their lives to the 
collecting of Oriental items or just had kept them at home 
and thus preserved them from destruction. 

Notes 

I. For more detail see our article "Oriental manuscripts in the National Library of Russia". Manuscripta Orientalia. 11/2 ( 1996), 
pp. 19-35. 

2. We take into account only codices. not archive materials. 
3. In some cases we rely upon the consultations made by Professor 0. F. Akimushkin, Professor L. N. Menshikov and 

Dr. Val. V. Polosin. 
4. Two pages from Kul/1yat of 'lmad Faqlh (call number Dorn 406) are published in the article by 0. F. Akimushkin and 

A. A. Ivanov "The art of illumination". The Art of the Book in Central Asia: / ./th-/ 6th centuries (Paris-London, 1979). pp. 41. 43. 

5. Takhmis - a special poetical device when three extra lines are added to two original lines of some author. 
6. There is a similar testimony record on another Mamluk manuscript in the NLR (call number Dorn 103). According to its exlibris. it 

also belonged to Sultan Qayi\-bay. The upper part of the leaf with the original waqfrecord was cut off and replaced with a piece of paper 
with new waq(record. which tells that the manuscript was given to the Ahmadiya mosque in the Georgian town of Ahaltsihe. 
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N. N. Tumanovich 

PERSIAN FOLKLORE MATERIALS IN THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION 
OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

In the Manuscript fund of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies Persian folklore is represented 
by many genres. There are epic stories, long romantic nar
ratives, entertaining stories, legends, lives of saints, anec
dotes, proverbs, etc. The way the collection of Persian folk 
stories was formed in the funds of the Institute (formerly 
Asiatic Museum) was almost the same as the making of 
many other Oriental collections in Russia. Among the 
152 volumes fom1erly belonging to J. Rousseau, which in 
1819 laid the foundation of the Persian fund, there was al
ready one manuscript anthology of hikayats made, judging 
by its palaeography. by the order of its French owner 
(manuscript B 260). 

In the first three quarters of the l 9th century only sin
gle records of folklore were coming to the library: in 1845 
two manuscripts came from the library of the Scholarly 
Committee of the Ministry of Finance (the total number of 
volumes transferred from there to the Asiatic Museum was 
13); in 1852 one was received from Kazan after the death 
of Ch. D. Fraehn: in 1873 one was sent from Tashkent by 
the order of General K. P. Kaufmann (along with other 
17 manuscripts): in 1880 - one manuscript was received 
from London from a book-seller B. Quaritch. Between 
1890 and 1897 the collection was enlarged by 10 items 
which were coming from Central Asia - from local collec
tors A. L. Kun, J. J. Lutsch and D. M. Gramenitsky, also 
due to a special trip to Central Asia undertaken by the 
keeper of the Asiatic Museum K. G. Salemann (the total 
number of Persian manuscripts acquired at that time was 
175). In the first decade of the 20th century the Museum 
acquired an interesting specimen sent by N. N. Muravyev 
from the Transcaucasian region and a copy brought from 
Kashghar, from the Russian consul N. F. Petrovsky (the 
total number - 17 and 29 volumes correspondingly). 

Of vital importance for the formation of the hikayat 
collection was the mission of V. A. Ivanov to Central Asia, 
mainly to Bukhara. Among more than 600 Persian-Tadzhik 
manuscripts bought by him in the 191 Os there were 
12 volumes containing folklore stories. V. Ivanov himself 
considered that this group of "folk, almost exclusively 
anonymous, often not quite grammatically correct compo
sitions" were the most interesting among the manuscripts 
he acquired [I]. In fact, only from this moment we may 
speak about any collection of Persian folklore in funds, i. e. 

of the range that makes it possible to realise the character
istic features of the genre, to compare the contents of dis
tinct works and copies with similar works present in other 
libraries. 

During the last few decades the collection was consid
erably expanded due to acquisitions from private owners, 
the activities of special archaeographic expeditions and 
transition of manuscripts from other institutions. At present 
the fund of the Institute has a compact but representative 
enough collection of Persian ~ikayats. It includes one large 
anthology containing 56 stories, three - with 15-
18 stories, one - with 10 stories, eight combined manu
scripts contain 4-7 stories, eight more - 2-3 stories, 
and, finally, there are seventeen manuscripts with only one 
story. There are, as a whole, around 150 works in approxi
mately 200 copies. The rich manuscript collections of 
Tashkent and Dushanbe are only partly listed in the cata
logue, also fragmentary is the information on manuscripts 
preserved in Iranian collections. The analysis of acquisi
tions and donations to our collection shows that during the 
last hundred years there was no deliberate search for manu
scripts containing Persian folk stories. The fund was 
formed at random, mainly due to acquisitions of whole li
braries and manuscript collections from "amateur anti
quarians". Some of these collections contained one or two 
manuscripts of hikiiyats, though often none were present. 
For example, in the chronological index of acquisitions 
made by the Asiatic Museum between 1852 and 1873 thirty 
new items added to the fund are enumerated, and there was 
not a single collection of hikayats among them [2]. Obvi
ously, at that time Russian orientalists were not paying 
much attention to them. It should be taken into account that 
for a long time the significance of the Persian folklore, es
pecially of ~ikayats, was not recognised by most both 
European and Iranian scholars - the last ones began to 
work on this subject oniy from the middle of the 
20th century. According to the current theories, master
pieces of "fine" literature were descending to common 
people in adapted versions and circulated among them in 
oral form. Of all folklore genres preference was given to 
voluminous heroic epic stories and "novels", the main task 
being the identification of the author and of the region 
whence from the plot had originated. There was a strict 
distinction between literary fiction and oral folk narratives, 
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so a l}ikiiyat recorded in the l 6th or l 7th century by a not 
very much educated Persian or Tadzhik was standing in the 
middle between literary fiction and "base" folklore. 

An example can be cited here. At the end of the l 9th
beginning of the 20th century intensive search for 
"antiquities" was taking place in the region of Kashghar, 
which in the l 6th-l 8th centuries had been involved within 
the sphere of Iranian culture. Many interesting finds were 
made, including manuscripts, which were transferred to the 
Asiatic Museum. This lot of manuscripts contained only 
one collection of folk stories (manuscript A I 03 described 
below). For many decades it had been kept there, attracting 
no one's attention, and only now its value became evident. 

Gradually expanding their sphere of interests, Russian 
scholars established a new direction of their research - the 
study of Persian folklore and of folk stories in particular. 
Articles by V. A. Zhukovsky, especially his work on 
"Shemyakin Court of Law" [3], where two versions of the 
Persian story were compared, also served this purpose. 
Then S. F. Oldenburg published an article considering the 
same subject, where 24 versions of the tale were taken into 
account, including three Indian and nine Russian ones [ 4]. 
He also analysed several literary versions of Sindbiid
niima [ 5]. It is noteworthy that in the last case the author, 
who was basing his study upon the texts of Persian manu
scripts sent to St. Petersburg from London, thought it nec
essary to look through the manuscript of the Asiatic Mu
seUin (present call number C 809) containing the folk ver
sion of Sindbiid-niima. Oldenburg enumerates 18 versions 
of "Fabio Constant du Hamel" (6]. The same line was con
tinued by A. A. Romaskevich (7]. 

In 1911 Anti Aarne suggested the scheme of recording 
"international folk tales" soon generally accepted by spe
cialists. There was an increase of interest towards folklore 
then. In Iran folklore materials were intensively collected in 
the period by A. A. Romaskevich, by Danish scholar 
A. Christensen and by Mr. and Mrs. Lorimer from Britain. 
In all three cases the results of their investigations have 
been published, but the work done by A. A. Romaskevich 
is especially impressive. In 1913-1914 he surveyed the 
central and the south-eastern regions of Iran, where he re
corded around 60 folk stories in different dialects, in 
1919-1920 he verified the translations before publishing 
them. 

The publication, however, appeared only in 1934. In a 
brief introduction the author analysed his observations on 
the ways the plots were circulated, variations depending 
upon the circumstances and the personality of the story
teller, shared some of his ideas for the first time applied to 
this field of scholarship. Besides that, A. A. Romaskevich 
contributed his materials to the "data bank" developed by 
Aarne-Andreev [8]. 

Meanwhile, as the amount of folk materials was grow
ing, the need to put them into some system was becoming 
more and more urgent. In this connection different schemes 
were suggested by E. E. Bertels ( 1934), Yu. E. Borschev
sky (1963), and I. S. Braginsky ( 1977). Their formal divi
sions into genres are, however, open to criticism, and have 
not yet been accepted by those who study folklore (9]. 

Not going into details, suffice it to say that each of the 
three prominent scholars distinguished folk story as an in
dependent genre, no matter how different they defined it. 

The author of this article felt the necessity to make 
definition of the genre of folk story when taking part in the 
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compiling of the complete Description of Persian and 
Tadzhik manuscripts in the collection of the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental studies. This catalogue 
aimed at "demonstrating the significance of each manu
script and making this collection more accessible to a wider 
circle of specialists" [I O]. 

It often turned to be not an easy task to specify the 
genre of many literary works. In the manuscripts these folk 
stories are defined as l}ikiiyats, qi~~a, dastiin (the story of a 
brick-maker in manuscripts B 256, No. 33, B 4496, No. 7, 
and B 254, No. I is presented as a dastiin). In one case the 
story of Sulayman and Slmurgh (in prose) was called 
a qa~id (manuscript D 420, No. 2). 

Considering the contents of the stories, there can be 
stories of everyday life, satire, lyric or romantic stories, 
fantasy, legendary, adventure and erotic stories. In scien
tific and popular literature they are called either novels 
(E. E. Bertels) or tales (many of the Russian translations are 
titled in this way), or fablio (S. F. Oldenburg). For conven
ience sake we use here general terms like "folk story" or 
"entertaining story", or, which is most often used in Per
sian, hikiiyat. 

For a novel the stability of its title is characteristic -
usually after the name of its hero. From the point of view of 
the way its plot is built a novel has much in common with a 
l}ikayat, though it is two or three times larger in volume, 
with a more complicated plot and a greater number ·of per
sonages. Often a frame-composition is used (subject-frame 
embracing inset stories). In our manuscripts these last ones 
are defined, as well as stories, as dastiins, l}ikiiyats or 
qi~~as. However, the word niima (literally - "narrative") is 
applied only to novels or larger epic works, but not to sto
ries: lfikiiyat-i Bakhtiyiir (manuscript C 1839), Dastiin-i 
Bakhtiyiir (manuscript B 4496, No. 18); Bakhtiyiir-niima 
(manuscript A 100). 

There is a number of works of a "frontier" genre. Short 
stories or anecdotes - two or three folios - were not ex
cluded from the Description if they were coming within a 
collection of stories. On the other hand, long narratives, 
like Nushiifarin were classified as novels and were not in
cluded into the Description, even though the distance sepa
rating an abridged version of a "novel" of this kind from 
expanded versions of the Say/ al-Mu/ilk type is insignifi
cant, be it its volume or contents (in this case it was taken 
into account, to what genre the work in question was usu
ally attributed in special literature). 

Stories about Sulayman, Jesus, the Seven Sleeping 
Youths of Ephesus, should have been, in fact, classified as 
legends; these, however, were circulated along with stories 
about shahs (Sulian-l:lusayn, 'Abbas and other celebrities). 
In this quality they were included into authorised thematic 
collections like Jawiimi' al-l}ikiiyat by Mul)ammad 'Awfi 
(early I 3th century). At that time, consequently. as well as 
in the l 9th century (the time of our manuscripts) these leg
ends were accepted as stories about real persons. 

Dealing with such a flexible material as Persian folk 
tales, one cannot do without certain conventions. Besides 
the indefinite nature of the genre itself, both the titles of 
these works and the names of the heroes are changing from 
copy to copy. Thus in the story about a brick-maker the 
hero is called either Mul)ammad Mii'min from l~fahan 
(B 256, No. 33), or Shapiir from Karzariin (A I 03), or Salih 
(B 4496, No. 7), or Mas'iid from Fars (B 254, No. I). · 
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The specifics of the genre made us introduce into the 
scheme of description certain changes and additions. Prin
cipally new was the approach to each story, no matter how 
short it was. as to an independent work with a bibliographic 
section attached to it. The absence of any author and 
the inconstancy of titles and heroes' names left the only 
possibility to identify a story - its plot. Therefore, each 
hikayat (including inset frame-stories) was annotated, 
all the proper names and place-names being necessarily 
mentioned. 

Entry "type-subject" introduced into the scheme of de
scription indicated the place of the plot in the folklore of 
the peoples of the World (the usefulness of this was already 
evident to Romaskevich). Meanwhile the further division of 
plots into motifs. suggested by S. Thompson, was re
jected - in a coded form the materials were becoming in
accessible to non-specialists. Entry "Compare" makes it 
possible to trace any changes of the plot in question during 
the last 150-200 years: some of the plots recorded in our 
manuscripts in the I 8th- l 9th centuries continued to circu
late in oral form, judging by the records made in the middle 
of the 20th century in Iran. Central Asia, Turkey, India and 
other countries of the region. Russian translations of Tadz
hik, Balochi. Kurdish, Persian, Indian and Turkish tales 
have been published [ 11 ]. 

Only two manuscripts of the collection we can surely 
date to the l 7th century. These are MS D 352 copied in 
1037/ 1627-1628 and MSC 1839 dated by the 12th of 
Safar 1088117 April 1677 (12]. There is a suggestion that 
the Indian manuscript B 256 was also made at the end of 
the I 7th century. Other manuscripts containing folk tales 
and novels are of a later date - l 8th-l 9th centuries. 
Coming from different parts of Asia. they outline the bor
ders of the Persian-speaking world of the preceding period. 
Manuscripts containing hikayats came to the Asiatic Mu
seum mainly from Central Asia - from Bukhara, Samar
qand. Tashkent. Osh. Qoqand. There are five copies from 
Iran - from Shiraz. Kashan. from the region bordering 
upon Iraq: two manuscripts are from India; Kazan, 
Kashghar and Northern Afghanistan (Balkh), each provided 
one manuscript. 

The greater part of these manuscripts are written on 
Oriental paper (sometimes different sorts of paper are used 
in one volume). only the manuscript from Kazan formerly 
belonging to Ch. D. Fraehn and four brought from Iran are 
written on European paper. One manuscript from the col
lection of J. L. Rousseau (B 260) bears water mark 
"Z. Whatman". one from the collection of V. A. Ivanov 
(B 254) - "1781". V. V. Radloffs manuscript is written 
on paper of Russian manufacture with water mark 
'T. A. 1832". For the exception of the Kazan manuscript 
and two manuscripts (C 140 I and A 762) from lvanov's 
collection written in ink, in all other cases China ink with 
infrequent inclusions of cinnabar was used (C 126 - red 
cinnabar, C 1455 - crimson, C 809-yellow ink). 

Of the scripts the scribes gave preference to nasta 'liq 
which was most widely used in all regions, especially its 
Central Asian version (more angular than its Iranian ver
sion). Individual features of handwriting can be traced in 
some manuscripts - clear nas/a 'liq (A I 03, B 260), large 
(C 173), loose (A 762, C 1839). with elements of shikasta 
(C 3700, C 380, etc.). A special kind of nasta 'liq current 
under the Great Moghuls ( 1526-1856) is characteristic of 
Indian manuscript B 256. the Kazan manuscript (B 264) 

demonstrates a characteristic Tatar nasta 'liq with elements 
of naskh and shikasta. 

There are five cases when the names of copyists are 
mentioned. One Urganji (i. e. born in Urgench) copied 
Bakhtiyar-nama (A 100); Mirza 'Abd al-Sam b. Mirza 
Payguzar Salim-bay - a long story about 'Adil-khan and 
four darwishes (B 2157); Mulla l:lusayn Walad-i Mulla 
Sulayman Khuqandi - the story of Sayf al-Muluk 
(B 4495); Mul)ammad Sadiq Walad-i Mul)ammad l:lasan -
two stories about a thief and a judge and about Simurgh 
and Sulayman (D 420); Mirza Mul)ammad Walad-i l:lajji 
Mul)ammad Mashhadi - the story of a brick-maker and 
Bakhtiyar-nama (B 254). In the last two cases the work was 
probably done by the order of some Europeans - on paper 
of European and Russian manufacture correspondingly. It 
should be also taken into account that the signature of 
Mul)ammad Walad-i l:lajji Mu~ammad Mashhadi appears 
on folio 1l2b of the compound manuscript, while the sto
ries start from folio l l 3a, i. e. the signature may refer to 
another work - a treatise on theology bound under one 
cover with the stories. 

There are not many decorations in the manuscripts: 
coloured frames (C 809, D 352, D 420), floral designs 
(B 266, B 4471, C 380). Tinted paper and coloured speck
les are used sometimes, giving more liveliness to the pages. 

There are many marks and corrections, even children's 
drawings are present (C 126). Among additional inscrip
tions there are names of the former owners of manuscripts, 
some of them with dates: Mulla Ni'matjan Mul)ammad
ughlI, 1873 (in Uzbek, C 2038), Mulla Mas'ud Firdaws 
(C 2419). Most of the manuscripts are defective, with lacu
nae, tom pages, dots, holes, damaged by worms, etc. 

In several cases the manuscripts came to the Manu
script Department with missing or damaged covers -
manuscripts B 3700, C 1202, B 4083, C 2159. Now only 
nine of the manuscripts in collection have their original 
bindings - A I 00, A 762, A 254, C 140 I, C 1839, C 2038, 
D 351, D 420, D 421. Most of them have characteristic 
Central Asian bindings - muqawwa. They were made of 
cardboard paper covered with glossy paper of different col
ours, with stamped medallions, frames, comer pieces and 
backs of textile or leather. One of the characteristic features 
of the muqawwa bindings is the relation of the sides - ap
proximately 2 : I. There is not only ordinary green mu
qawwa in the collection, but also of red, orange, tobacco 
cherry or blue colour. Stamped medallions sometimes con
tain the names of the binders: Mu~ammad Sharif (C 1640), 
in some cases with dates: Mir 'Adil Khwaja 127511858-
1859 (B 2180); Mir Mu~ammad 126311847 (C 809); some
times with more expanded legends: "Made by the binder 
Yusuf Khwaja 125411838-1839 (C 126); made by Mulla 
'Abd al-Qadir, the binder; there is even a kind of incanta
tion: "1268/1851-1852. let everything end successfully". 
Stamps on the binding of manuscript C 667 reflect the 
transferring of the book from one craftsman to another. One 
of its medallions runs: "O Allah! Safeguard Mul)ammad 
Yusuf, 1283/1866-1867'', another: "Binder Khwaji Qadir 
b. Khwaji lbra~im Kashghari, 1288/1871-1872". The 
binding of manuscript B 44 71, besides the name of the 
binder - Mulla Hakim b. Mulla Muhammad Rahim is 
covered with mor~I sentences. Some ~f them are ·al~ost 
erased, in some separate words only are legible. The surviv
ing three sentences give some idea of their general style: "O 
Shah! Let you prosper a thousand years", "There are thou-
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sand hours in one day, there are thousand years in one 
hour", "Do me a favour, bless my name". 

Some manuscripts contain one, two or even three sepa
rate stories which came there by pure chance - where 
there was some free space: on the margins (C 2447) or on 
free pages (C 380). Compound manuscript C 1401 contains 
a book of a smaller format with a story (there is also a trea
tise on medicine and fragments from ~iifi works, etc.). 

Manuscript D 352 is arranged in a different way. There 
are two poems, Sindbiid-nama by Mu~ammad al-ZahirI al
SamarqandI and several other works of the same kind. The 
story of Tahir from Ba~ra organically fits into this collec
tion of texts. Manuscript D 420 follows the same pattern, 
poetic works prevailing among the examples of fiction 
collected there. It is quite natural to find among them the 
story of a thief and a judge and of Sulayman and Simurgh. 
Manuscript B 44 71 - a collection of poetic works by dif
ferent authors in Persian, Tadzhik, and Uzbek - culmi
nates in the story of Beauty and Love. 

Some general idea is traceable in other convoluted 
manuscripts, even if it is not so evident there as in thematic 
collections of texts. Manuscripts C 693 contains two stories 
- the story of Tamim An~arI and the story of water-bearer 
Adham, which are close to the genre of "lives". The same 
volume contains also a book on fortune-telling by the 
names of prophets, a dream-book, a book on letter-writing, 
verse, etc. The whole manuscript is executed after the same 
pattern. It is quite possible that it was made by some one's 
order; its contents even makes it possible to imagine, what 
kind of person its owner was. It could be a wealthy and re
ligious man, who wished to have under one cover several 
works useful in the everyday life and at the same time en
tertaining. 

One or two stories, making less than one tenth of the 
manuscript, only confirm the notion of a general idea ce
menting its different parts. If there are more stories, they 
become the compositional axis of the whole volume. In a 
small selection (C 2159) five short stories about Sulayman 
are supplemented with comments on Qur'anic sayings in 
Arabic. In spite of the difference in language it reflects the 
thematic uniformity of the manuscript. The same pattern is 
used in manuscript C 1455 containing five short stories 
about pious people. To make the collection more uniform 
the compiler of the volume shifted the emphasis of the first 
story: he removed its hero - 'Adil-khan - to the second 
plan and stressed the social status of the darwishes. Ab
stracts from hagiographic literature, "lives" of archangels 
Gabriel and Michael, ~ufi treatises, prayers and short works 
on theology and ethics were gently linked to the folk stories 
represented in the volume. 

Cultural and aesthetic functions of folk stories are most 
fully embodied in volumes containing exclusively works of 
this genre. The best example of this are the interweaving 
and supplementing each other Central Asian copies B 4496, 
C 1640, C 2419 and C 809 made approximately at the same 
time and within the same region. The most voluminous -
B 4496 - contains 18 works: 15 stories and 3 novels. It is 
very close to C 809 - the titles of the stories are the same, 
the text contains the same mistakes, the same words are 
written in cinnabar. C 809 is probably later than B 4496, 
consequently it could either be copied from the last one, 
or both manuscripts had the same protograph. Unfortu
nately, C 809 is incomplete - only the first four works are 
present there. 

The connection between MSS C 2419 and C 1640 is 
confirmed by the similarity of the texts of three stories, 
which have the same omissions of words. The order of 
hikiiyats is different, which makes us think that the two 
manuscripts had one protograph. The comparison of MSS 
C 1640 and C 2419 on one hand and MS B 4496 on the 
other gives the following results: 15 works in C 1640 have 
7 parallels in B 4496, of I 0 works of C 2419 only one cor
responds to B 4496. If we compare B 4496, C 1640 and 
C 2419 with similar collections of stories in the libraries of 
Tadzhikistan and Uzbekistan, we get a more detailed pic
ture basing upon more than ten manuscripts [13]. It is suf
fice to mention that 12 plots of our B 4496 have all the 
12 parallels in Tadzh. 167, 9 parallels in Tadzh. 141, 
I 0 parallels in Uzb. 311 and 9 parallels in Uzb. 1469 
[details on the MSS's call numbers see in note 13]. As a 
rule, the texts are very close, the titles and the names of he
roes are the same. Coincidence may be traced: a group of 
seven stories in Uzb. 311 appears in the same order in 
Uzb. 1469, in the same way as C 809 partly copies B 4496, 
and C 2419 repeats the omissions and mistakes of C 1640. 

B 4496 is a characteristic representative of the genre. 
We may even say that in the l 9th century a group of stories 
close to the one we have in this collection was "circulated" 
in Central Asia (which is confirmed by the comparison of 
our C 809 with Tadzhik and Uzbek manuscripts). B 4496 
seems to have been made by a copyist. It is most likely that 
the text was dictated to him, since many mistakes character
istic of a not well educated Tadzhik recording by ear can be 
noticed. The contents of B 4496 as an optimal variant for a 
middle-class reader and for mass declamations deserves 
more attention. 

The most striking feature is the uniformity of the sto
ries, most of them titled after the names of their heroes: 
Hazar-Gisii wa Muslim-shah, Sulayman wa Gulfam, Khu
jasta wa Mariya, etc. The plot of I 0 stories is built after a 
scheme of four or five cardinal points: 1) the hero or hero
ine travel against their own will (as a rule, because of the 
sudden falling in love); 2) a series of adventures, including 
transformations; 3) actions of "assistants", the indispensa
ble personages of these stories; 4) additional difficulties, 
fulfilment of all conditions; 5) the happy end. The pattern is 
standard, even the plots are more or less similar, which is 
characteristic of Persian literature in general. What makes 
the stories entertaining are fantasy (wonderful salvation, 
healing, resurrection, finding of a magic item or assistant) 
and dynamic action (storm, combat with a monster, ship
wreck, lightning-quick flight from one part of the earth to 
another). Some stories emphasise on details and episodes, 
rather than the main plot. Among the 15 stories of B 4496 
two (5th and l 5th) are actually just two versions of one and 
the same plot. They appear like two different hikiiyats only 
due to some different episodes and different names of the 
personages. Sometimes one and the same motif appears in 
all possible forms. The theme of a prophetic or magic 
dream is especially important in B 4496 - the plot of 
every third story there is basing upon it. Stories collected in 
manuscript B 4496 present a reminiscence of folk literature 
of different historical periods. The most ancient stratum is 
reflected in the novels Haft wazir and Bakhtiyar-nama. 
Scholars think that their plots go back to Indian or to Pah
lavi literature [14]. Several plots are known by the Arabic 
cycle 'Thousand Nights and One Night". In one of the sto
ries, for the first time in the course of many years' work 
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over manuscripts from the collection, "the Kingdom of 
Kabul" was mentioned. For an illiterate Tadzhik or Uzbek 
this name could be in some way connected with real his
torical events - the victorious expedition of Timiirid 
Babur to Kabul and Delhi at the beginning of the 
16th century and the foundation of the Empire of Great 
Moghuls. Up to the middle of the I 9th century it nourished 
cultural relations between India and Central Asia. The 
growth of European influence in the East, not only political 
but cultural as well, finds reflection in fantastic stories in
volving "Frank" (i. e. European) princesses. The subjects of 
the stories collected in manuscript B 4496 remained popu
lar and continued to circulate in oral form in the 
20th century. It is confirmed by records made by 
N. P. Ostroumov, A. A. Romaskevich, the Lorimers and 
other folklorists [ 15]. 

Manuscripts C 1640 and C 2419 attract our attention, 
because the name of their compiler is mentioned there. "O 
Allah' In the full extent of your mercy and compassion and 
by the wisdom of your existence bring to the goal of both 
worlds this unhappy and miserable Qarl ~adiq and all faith
ful Muslims and Muslim women" - is written on folio !Ob 
of C 1640. Some other sayings which occur in the text, like 
"Told the truth and gave his soul" (fol. 19lb) or "Punish or 
reward, as you wish" (fol. 200a) also belong to Qarl ~adiq. 
In the fifth volume of "The Collection of Oriental Manu
scripts of the Uzbek SSR Academy of Sciences", under 
No. 3702 there is some "Collection of Anecdotes" copied 
by one Qarl Ral)matallah Wa\liJ:i (16]. It is difficult, how
ever, so say something definite about this Qarl (or these 
Qarls) before we compare their handwriting. 

The stories included into C 1640 are typologically 
close to those in B 4496; almost half of them are textual 
parallels. Noteworthy is the replacement of the name of the 
sovereign in the I Oth story of this manuscript. Its plot -
about a faithful friend - is known by the 'Thou
sand Nights and One Night", but in our variant Caliph 
Harlin al-Rashid (A.H. 786-809) is replaced by Sultan 
Mal)miid Ghaznawl (A.H. 997-1030). His name appears 
in all the five Tadzhik and Uzbek parallels we managed to 
found. It points to an old, probably several centuries long 
East-Iranian tradition behind this version. The main part of 
C 1640, about three quarters, is made by four novels. Two 
of them, about Mihr and Mah and about l:latam Tay, are 
well-known by Tadzhik and Uzbek parallels, though in our 
collection they are present only in manuscript C 1640. 
Taken together, the novels fully enough characterise the 
genre and composition of this kind of folk literature. 

Manuscript C 2419 starts with the compiler'5 introduc
tion praising Allah, the prophets and all other Muslim 
saints - which is characteristic of works on history or 
major literary works, bur not of collections of stories. We 
may suggest three ideas in this connection. First of all, it 
could be a manifestation of its proximity, even of imita
tiveness, to manuscript C 1640. Second, the collection 
opens with the novel Shirzad wa Gulshad. Unlike other 
folk novels, it exists in a single version. Its refined narra
tive, plenty of verse in the text and especially a reference to 
l~fahan as the capital (from 1598) makes us date the work 
to the I 7th- I 8th centuries. The author of this literary ver
sion is unknown, but he doubtless existed in the compara
tively recent past (17]. The composition was, consequently, 
accepted as a literary work, so it was appropriate to provide 
it with a foreword. Third, we can not exclude, that the 

compiler wanted to attract attention to his part in assem
bling this unusual collection of stories (7 of the 8 stories of 
C 2419 stand outside the usual circle of tales popular in 
Bukhara, almost half of them are "framed" narratives). 

The compiler of C 2419 makes one of the heroes not a 
Rum!, as he is called in other manuscripts of our collection, 
but a native of Marw, which is more in conformity with the 
geographical environment of the story mentioning Balkh, 
Qandahar, Nlshapiir and other cities well known to the na
tives of Central Asia. 

A rather special manuscript from East Turkestan -
A 103 - came to our collection in 1909. The parcel sent 
by the Russian consul in Kashghar N. F. Petrovsky in
cluded 29 volumes. A I 03 was probably in a very bad 
condition before restoration. Some of the leaves fell out. It 
is also evident that folios 67, 68, 253, 260, 309, etc. were 
inserted after the main text. Some of the leaves stuck to
gether. That is probably why K. G. Salemann, the chief 
keeper of the Asiatic Museum and a great expert in Islamic 
manuscripts, registered A I 03 as "a collection of 15 sto
ries" [ 18]. while actually there are 18 stories (this error was 
corrected in 1964). The manuscript most likely had a 
leather binding, as well as other manuscripts which came in 
the same parcel. Their paper, script, size, the number of 
lines per page were almost the same. N. D. Mikluho
Maklay, who described the manuscripts, states that they had 
"Oriental bindings of cardboard paper covered with 
stamped leather" [ 19]. The cover of A I 03 was probably so 
damaged that in 1954 they had to give it a new binding. 
Characteristic is the format of the binding - the relation of 
its sides is, unlike muqawwa, 3 : 2. 

A I 03 is unique, because it includes only ~ikayats. 
They are almost of the same length - around 20 leaves in 
a small-size volume (text 14.5 x 7 cm, 13 lines, written in 
clear nasta 'liq). There are not many parallels to the stories 
it contains in the Central Asian manuscripts of our collec
tion (B 4496, C 1640, C 2419), while Tadzh. 141 provides 
13 parallels and Tadzh. 167 - 16. Five stories in A I 03 not 
only coincide but even follow in the same order as in 
Uzb. 3675 and Uzb. 4484. The following observations were 
made by the comparison of A 103 with Uzb. 3985. 

A I 03 includes 18 stories, Uzb. 3985 - 17 stories fol
lowing in the same order. There is only one story in A I 03 
(the third one), which is missing in Uzb. 3985 - a short 
anecdote about a misunderstanding between a man and his 
wife. The fourth story in A I 03 has no title, it starts with 
the words: "The third story. They say that in the city of 
Baghdad ... ", i. e. the anecdote mentioned above was not 
taken into account by the copyist who usually did his work 
rather mechanically. It means that initially there was no an
ecdote in A I 03, which included 17 stories like Uzb. 3985. 
In this way we discovered two identical collections of sto
ries. The presence of identical collections of stories has 
never so far been recorded in catalogues or known to stu
dents of folklore. One can conclude that not only single 
hikayats or small groups of them were circulated, but whole 
collections of them, accepted as real artistic works in their 
compositional unity. 

The contents of A I 03 appears at first to be not much 
different from the contents of our Central Asian manu
scripts. Most ~ikayats tell about different adventures of 
their heroes. There are, however, some important differ
ences. Fantasy, the core of Central Asian stories, is almost 
missing or auxiliary in the manuscript. The flying trunk in 
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the I 3th story of A I 03 is not the axis of the plot, its loss 
even makes the hero happy. The pari from the 5th story is 
made of moon light, she does not eat and drink, but like a 
mortal woman she can love and suffer, be jealous. She 
gives birth to a son who is half man, half pari. In the story 
of Khudadad and his 99 brothers fantasy is required only 
for the happy end, where "evil is punished, and righteous
ness is triumphant" (the 9th story). The events take place 
not in fantastic lands but in real life. Noteworthy is the be
lief in the righteous king. In the epilogue the representative 
of the supreme authority is giving their due to all villains, a 
whole gallery of them: viziers, judges, governor, market 
authority, lawyer, etc. While in Central Asian stories the 
heroes are usually princes or princesses, in A I 03 they are 
often commoners, cunning or lucky people, often crafts
men - weavers, carpenters, brick-makers, builders, jewel
lers. Heroines of A I 03 are enterprising and faithful, 
but if circumstances demand they can be vengeful and 
treacherous. 

The geography of A I 03 is also different. Of place
names close to Central Asian only Balkh and Khorasan are 
mentioned. Most of them go back to the "Thousand Nights 
and One Night" - Ba~ra, Baghdad, Maw~il, Misr, Magh
rib; purely Iranian - Shiraz, Fars, Barn, Kinnan. The 
course taken by the hero of the 11 th story: Daryabar, the 
Oman Sea, Chin, Hindustan, Zangibar, Farang, Riim, 
Sham, Maghrib - outline the real medieval sea-route 
through the Mediterranean, the Arabian Sea and the Indian 
Ocean. 

The geographic range of the manuscript, its decorative 
style, its Persian language with no traces of Tadzhik dialect 
confonns that A I 03, even if created in Central Asia, was 
made not in the local Bukhara traditions but in East-Iranian, 
characteristic of C 1640 considered above, where the name 
of Harlin al-Rashid is replaced by that of Mal,lmiid of 
GhaznI. A I 03 can be dated to the l 8th century, but the 
roots of the fiikiiyats collected there go back to an earlier 
period, the time when Iran and Central Asia were one 
whole, with Persian language and Iranian culture dominat
ing the whole region. The town of Kashghar, whence from 
manuscript A I 03 originates, remained in the l 7th century 
a transitional point on the trade route from Central Asia to 
the Far east. Caravan routes were also connecting Kashghar 
through Balkh and I~fahan with the Persian Gulf. Trade 
connections developed along with cultural exchange. The 
compiler of A 103 (or of its protograph) selected of the 
fund of fiikiiyats circulating in the area between Asia Minor 
and India 17 stories most popular among tradesmen and 
craftsmen. What unites them is the female theme: at least 
14 hikiiyats of the collection should be considered from this 
point of view. It was enough to tum the collection of stories 
into a single whole. The composition of the manuscript also 
adds to this impression of unity: a calm narrative comes 
after a dynamic plot, a playful joke is followed by contem
plation on the essence of life; the volume tenninates in the 
theme of destiny. The hannony of manuscript A I 03 makes 
it distinct from all other collections of stories preserved in 
the funds of the Institute of Oriental Studies. 
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Fig. I. Jiimi' al-hikiiyiit, a manuscript from the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
collection (call number A 103), 18th century. The fourth• chapter entitled Hikiiyat-i Hiiriin 
al-Rashid wa wazir-i ii Faefl ibn Rabi' wa Abu 'l-Qiisim Basri, fols. 68b--69a, 11.5 X 17.5 cm. 

• The copyist of the manuscript has mistakenly enumerated the fourth chapter as the third one. 



ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 
Correspondence Round Table 

ITISALAT DISCUSSION OF CD-ROM PROTECTION/PIRACY PROBLEM 

In Manuscripta Orientalia, vol. 2, No. 2 ( 1996), the arti
cle "'A robust and versatile solution for the digital publica
tion of manuscript material" by Hansje Braam and Marc 
Vandamme (Utrecht University) was published. The dis
cussion of some ideological and technical problems con
cerning CD-ROM editions of the manuscript heritage, 
which are being realized now in several libraries and re
search centers. was proposed there. The information about 
the similar program of the Vatican library (IBM technical 
and sotiware support) shows that the idea of using digital 
technologies for this purpose has a good future. 

Nearly simultaneously with the publication in Manu
scripta Onc11talia. the subscribers of ITISALAT (The In
ternet Forum on Arabic Computing) started discussion on 
the protection of CD sotiware against piracy. The discus
sion seems to be a real success of ITISALA T. It is so 
interesting that we decided to propose correspondence 
on the problem to the attention of the Manuscripta 

Orientalia audience which is much wider than that of 
lTISALAT. 

Among the most active participants of the discussion 
we have to mention George N. Hallak, ARAMedia Group, 
Arabization & Software Center, who initialized the discus
sion; Adrian Brockett, Quest MultiMedia; Abdel-hadi, 
Systems Engineer/Nike; Andrew Freeman, Department of 
Near Eastern Studies, University of Michigan; Alec McAl
lister, Arts Computing Development Officer, Computing 
Service, University of Leeds. 

You may remember that issue No. 3 of vol. I ( 1996) 
of Manuscripta Orientalia also contained the material con
nected with the IT!SALAT (it was Arabic/Farsi OCR that 
was discussed). Proposing the present discussion, we would 
like to wish all Manuscripta Orientalia and ITISALAT 
subscribers an outright victory over piracy and pirates, who 
sometimes intend not only to steal our work but also to de
stroy our private life. 

A bas les piratos! 

Efim Rezvan, 
Manuscripta Orientalia Deputy Editor-in-Chief 

Paul Rooclwik, !TISA LAT Moderator 

Wr· hmit btm worliing '"'I)' hard nn our upcoming release of a CD-ROM in English, French, and Arabic for Win
d mm and Mar. Our dn":loj1ers are utilizing Adobe's Acrobat 2.01 (./1dj) technology. 

I Ii· rrrt writing to ynu rrque;fing your heljJ and recommendations for mea11.1 of jnntection and security of our 
worli nn thr CD-ROM agaimt piracy. 

\\i· liindly as/1 you to ru/iiisr us if you lmnw of such a j1roduct. If so, f1lease post or e-mail the source of such product or com
pany that worlis bf'\t with Acrobat, jm·.wruing the integrity of our worh. 

In rnst this is the wrong j1lMc tn rtqnest surh information, please advise nf a good source to rontart for such information. 
Tlwrrh you. 

George N. Hallak 

\\i· protl'tt our (])s with "Lasalorh" technolO[O' which is j1ro11ing !ICI)' effective. The gmru:s industry is using it more 
and more. It works on both hardware and software ln1els ... You rnn't cof1y to another CIJ. You ran rof1y to a hard 
di.1/i BLTyou hrwe to havc the original disr in the CD drive to run your program. Wr:'ll be hapj1y to forward any 

Jurthtr information. 
Adrian Brockett 

•To subscribe. send the command (A) to address (B): (A) - subscribe ITISALAT your-lst-name your-last-name (B) - list
serv'dlistserv.georgetown.cdu (for more information. contact: Dr. Paul Roochnik. Moderator, ITISALAT e-mail: roochnik(c/)ios.com). 
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The Middle East Market is infested with pirates, when my principals called me from Beirut, they had that in mind. 
Pirates are very creative, and I do not have a direct answer to your question, not understanding the difference. 
If you have two separate solutions, please post or e-mail to me... W7w knows what the publisher, in Beirut, is 

thinhing... They are /oohing into all hinds of solutions. 
One, consumer friendly, way is lower the price of the CD to under $40. 00 ( ?), deeming it invaluable for the pirates to copy, 

master, or whatever. Please, keep the information flowing... Thank you. 
George N. Hallak 

There's isn't much you can do about this. Hackers/crackers are more creative than copy protection guys. If you 
want a simple cheap copy protection idea from me for a CD, fill the CD with 650 meg of files. Some files belong to 
the program and some are useless. If the pirate wants to copy the CD, he better had a lot of hard drive sj1ace and 

tons of floppies. Forget modem transfers. If he's clever, let him figure out which files are genuine! 
You don't need that high tech of Laserloch. You can't write to a CD, therefore, what you can do is to try to write to the CD, if 

it failed then you have an original CD. 
Abdel-hadi 

It's not been so simple (or cheap) in our experience. 
Firstly, with the software we need (to cut hybrid discs) your idea means that we would have to have at least a 

further 650 meg on our hard disk (in addition to the 650 you propose) every time we would want to cut a new al-
pha or beta. 

Secondly, you would have to give the junk similar names to the real programs and mix them right in with the real programs, 
or else any copier will immediately see which are the programs to copy and which are not. If you mix in junh, however, it causes 
you endless headaches updating and backing up, and even worse, it is more than likely to slow down your CD at final run•time. 

Moreover, if you do have a really desirable program that's going to bring pirates good money, then a full CD won't stop them. 
It might stop the casual home user, but not the professional - and those are the people we really want to stop. 

I still think Laserloch is the best protection around at the moment. It's not particularly expensive either. 
Keeping the price of the CD low, as George Hallak says, is also a good policy, but not on its own (without protection) unless 

you 're prepared to sell for next to nothing, because if you have a killer product that will sell in large numbers, the profit for the pi
rates will still be attractive, even if they sell it for 10 dollars. I heard the other day of a CD for sale in Saudi apparently for as little 
as 15 Riyals and it contained Sahhr's Al-Qari' al-Ali, plus a whole bunch of other Sakhr products and some of our earlier KC 
programs (before we started protecting them). The Al-Qari' al-Ali is apparently fully functional! As Jar as KC is concerned, we're 
looking on it is a compliment and some free advertising for our later products! 

A bas Les j1iratos! 
Adrian Brockett 

That sounds lihe the best idea I've heard so Jar in this forum concerning this issue. 
The other thing that the entire US software industry seems to have opted for is to malw your application diffi

cult enough to use that it requires a complete copy of the manual in order to use it effectively. If they copy the soft
ware they still can't use it until they get a good copy of the manual. 

Printing pirate manuals is always a lot easier to trace (or so it seems) than furtive diskette/CD-ROM copying. 
Piracy is still an issue in the US. When everybody ended up with a hard drive, in the mid-80s, it seemed like the pirates were 

going to win, and us, programmers, were going to have to write our software as a free public service from now on. Here are some of 
the techniques in use that malw piracy more difficult: 

1) put a hardware device on the printer/serial/mouse port with an ID string at a specific hardware location addressable on 
that device. If the device is not attached to the proper port, with the proper ID byte, with the correct value in that byte, the software 
prints out a nasty message and refuses to run; 

2) embed a user's ID function into the program. If the user has not typed in his user's ID that was printed on the packaging 
the software won't run; 

3) no registered user's ID, no technical support. PERIOD; 
4) make user's pay for technical support. They need proof of purchase and a user's ID string to apply for technical support; 
5) educate folks on the dangers of SW viruses and teach them that part of practicing "safe hard drive data" is to only use 

software that has been properly purchased (or only pirate software which you have seen come out of the shrink wrap); 
6) encourage your (fellow) employees to only use properly purchased software; 
7) encourage your local law enforcement folks to enforce the copyright laws; 
8) don't use pirated software. 
If you want more specific advice than that or me to actually put some real time and energy into it, well ..... what I ran I say 

that doesn't sound horribly mercenary. 
Andrew Freeman 

5 Manuscripla Orientalia Vol. 2/4 
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1. You mean a dongle. I don't know, but they seem pretty useless. There are companies out there, whose sole purpose 
is selling software that crack dongles. Their ads are right next to the dongle guys like Everlock, Rninbow, etc. You 
won't believe how simple this can be. There was once the famous one byte crack for AutoCad's 3D Studio. Many 

rompanies abandoned them because they caused too many problems. 
2. You mean something like a serial number. The same idea. Copies are distributed with the original serial number in a text 

file. There are even serial number generators that spit out dozens of serial numbers that work. 
3. Hackers have their own networks of support. 
4. The same as above. Plus you can post questions in Usenet, Compuserve, etc., and you will get support from fellow users 

and teach support. Nobody asks you if you 're a legitimate user. 
5. Hackers are usually technically very versatile. They know more about viruses than we do. Jn fact, they are the ones that 

create them. With virus checkers, users would feel safe. 
6. Illegal copies are everywhere. 
7. They are too busy fighting violent crimes. Plus it's too difficult to get a warrant to search a place. 
8. Don't use pirated software. 

Abdel-hadi 

How can a pirate crack the "dongle" as you call it, without being forced to manufacture a duplicate device? 
My point on piracy with regards to self-discipline and encouraging self-discipline in my peers is, I think, the so

lution which has born the most fruit in the US. I don't have any pirated software on my hard disk, I currently 
don't know anybody else with pirated software on their disk ... The last three places I have worked, using pirated software was rea
son for dismissal. 

These are just thoughts. Just another though, pirated software cannot thrive without an environment which tolerates it. 

Andrew Freeman 

You change the program so that the program doesn't use the dongle anymore, rendering it useless. 
I don't /mow anyone who does NOT use any kind of pirated software. Whether they are copies of some commer

cial software or unregistered shareware. 
Abdel-hadi 

In the UK, software theft is seen as no different from any other sort of theft: people can go to prison for using pirated 
software. 

Three or four years ago, a member of staff at a UK Higher Education establishment was sentenced to (if I re
mrmber rorrectly) 6 months in /Jrison for doing so. Since then, not one of my colleagues has been found to use pirated software. 
Even the real beginners in romjJuting /mow that it is simply not an option. Students are routinely warned that software theft will 
lmd to expulsion from the university. 

Quite apart from legal punishments, it is in the interest of universities themselves to be like Caesar's wife: not only innocent, 
but beyond all /Jossible suspicion. If suspicion ever arise.< we will lose all the excellent deals which allow us to use legal software at 
educational discount prices. 

Alec McAllister 

Pirates in the Middle East are the ones who sell your work. If there are fools who are willing to use up 650 MB of 
their hard disk, to get a recipe, they are welcome to it ... 

We did use "garbage files" as a filler with our 3 CD titles and lowered the retail price ... 
There are so many good tricks that I learnt from posting my question. Utilizing Adobe's Acrobat technology in the upcoming 

release, (sorry guys, it is called "Attabkh El-Arabi") we are able to, and are looking at what Adobe has to offer. In Adobe's down
loadable 3. 0 release, there is a section about Encryption and such, that our technical guys are evaluating, as we speak. 

Thanks to all the people who contributed ... Please, carry on with the debate ... 
Cheers, 

George N. Hallak 
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Hard drive space is cheap these days. A 2.1 G drive costs $300. So 650 Megs is less than $100. Plus you can reuse 
that space. 

The main drawback of my idea is that the CD might be slow searching for the correct file. A re you loading 
many files? Updating and doing other maintenance is not a big problem. You're using an installer .. right? Let it do the hard 
work for you. 

Tell me exactly, who are you targeting? The home user, who has a limited hard drive space and who will think that copying a 
500 Meg+ is not worth it, or the professional hacker, who will crack your software no matter what you use. There's no bulletproof 
copy protection. I can personally give your CD to teenage crackers who will crack it just for the Jun. If you look around, you will 
probably find crackers who can handle Laserlock. VWiat does it do exactly? Fingerprints the CD? 

Does Laserlock require that the CD is in the drive? Your CD has a volume name. Your program reads that volume to verify 
that the correct CD is in the drive. Try to write to it and check to see if it has been written the way you intended to. If it hasn't, you 
have a CD. You can't write to a CD. 

Abdel-hadi 

Dear Abdel-hadi, 
I'll take up your challenge! Send me your address and I'll send you a CD and please send me back a copy as 

soon as your hackers have got one working . . . 1998? 
If by fingerprint you mean some special unique identifier, then no. They call their disfigurement of the disc a "watermark". It 

is in non-standard form, so the disc cannot be copwd in its entirety on to another disc. 
Laserlock DLLs work on a lower level than volume names. 
I'm beginning to sound like a Laserlock salesman! Forgive me, I just want to make sure I'm getting what I've paid for. 
Al-Mutanabbi was said to have been an inveterate copU!r and so was Beethoven, apparently, so it's nothing new. 

Adrian Brockett 

I am sure that the major factor why Arabic (and other language) desktop publishing software has not kept pace 
with that of English language software is primarily due to the lack of enforcement in these countries. 

Adapting USA and International Copyright Laws, honoring Licensing Agreements are the first steps to curbing 
this piracy ... Without a "bite" in the laws, who will take software developer rights seriously? 

Countries that do not adapt these laws should face actions from individual (host software) countries and international com
munity. By protecting the rights of the developer, EVERYONE will benefit with less costly and more abundant software options ... 

Mark 

UA.E, Saudi Arabia and Egypt have cracked down software pirates. Closed down some shops and probably prose
cuted them. So they are in the right tracks. Although there will always be underground activity, for the most part 
they can't do what they used to do in public. 

No more computers sold and load with pirated software. No more selling copws publicly. 
Abdel-hadi 

CompanU!s develop software to make profit. With profit, comes the part where a big company has an obligation to
wards the part of the world community it is serving. 

People of the Middle East and other countries, like in South America, they brag, publicly, about pirating an 
expensive software. In Beirut, the Microsoft representative is selling both versions (pirated and original) of Microsoft products on 
shelves next to each other! 

It is not only the responsibility of the Lebanese government, alone, nor the honorable volunteering of not using Pirated soft
ware; it is also the responsibility of companU!s like Microsoft and others to help those talented pirates to their side, by subsidizing 
products going to an area of the world, where the per capita income is Jar less than the originating country of the software. The av
erage PC user in USA pays $39.99 for Windows 95 (after the rebate, currently at Staples). VWiile the Arabic user will have to shed 
$174.00 (?). VWiat sort of logic is that? 

The law is on the books, the resources to enforce it are not there. It may not be practically feasible for big Companies to subsi
dize such ventures. That what is called, "lack of vision" ... If there is not an instant profit, they will not do it, such companies 
have no one to blame but themselves. 

On the other hand, piracy can break a small developer like A rabization and Software Center. l hope the above will not be mis
construed as "pro- pirate'', on the contrary; and please, remember who started this thread, in the first place. 

Virtually, 

George N. Hallak 
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I didn't /mow it's $39. 99 ... $50.00 rebate? They can afford to go that low because they sell millions of it. They 
sell a few hundreds or a Jew thousands of the Arabic version. I am not sure if even Microsoft makes any money out 
of the Arabic version. 

Abdel-hadi 

Speaking as a prncticing Software Engineer, I have three observations to make: 
I) developing software is hard work, requiring an enormous amount of training, skill, perseverance, effort, 

blood, sweat, tears, knowledge, patience, connections in the industry, and some amount of luck; 
2) I don't think that there really is any method of keeping software out of the hands of a dedicated "Piracy Industry". Any

thing that a developer ran do to make it difficult to copy, a "cracker" can unravel given enough time and resources, not to men
tion the occasional disgruntled employee from the target company. A mega-giant like Microsoft can take the hit, by jacking up their 
prices, a first time start-up company will not survive under these circumstances, unless they can somehow buy off the pirates or sell 
enough copies before the pirates crack the protection scheme to cover most of their expenses to keep the investors happy or ... well, I 
mn 't imagine what; 

3) most of the software whirh I have urritten has ended up on a ROM, so, really, piracy was not much of an issue, although, 
ocrnsionally for certain marhets, we would do things like scramble the data pins going into the ROM. Keeping track of that kind of 
stuff just made the task of producing quality software that much more difficult. . 

I guess what I'm aiming at is that the current situation does not make it very inviting for small-time investors and developers 
to set up shop in the Middle East. I even would want to argue that it is helping contribute to the "brain-drain". I have lost any 
thought of wanting to live and work in the Middle East supporting myself as a software engineer since coming to a full under
standing (in the last week) of the nature of the SW piracy industry in the Middle East. I guess I will now be forced to support my
self on Fullbright grants and do any linguistic studies mostly as an outsider. 

There is no easy solution, but this here "piracy industry" is not helping things in the long run. 
Yours, 
Andrew Freeman 

That is not censorship ... ft is a much needed protection for the developers. ASC stopped using dongles because 
rustomers did not like them, and can cost to the software. 

George N. Hallak 

Hello fellow netizens, 
I sort of dread re-opening this particular thread but the idea came to me in the shower, and it has been stewing 

in my head now for about a week. So, here it is. 
The latest and humblest software protection scheme: 
I) the software is only aJl(li/able over the MB; 
2) the softwrm does not come complete ready to run, the user has to dial into a BBS/MB/INTERNET site and use his li

cense ID number to download a small piece in order to activate the software. Only the first one to call in with that ID number gets 
activated, CV1'1)' other caller is simply "Shoot! Out of Luck" hereinafter referred to as SOL; 

3) the application will only run from the hard-drive, and keeps a Jew counters laying around which keejJ track of how many 
times eath menu of1tion has been accessed. The application writes itself and these variables cleverly imbedded in cryptic assembly 
languag1• code back out to disk every time it runs. These data structures are CRC, or some other integrity checking scheme, tagged 
for evidrnce of tampering. Also stored is the track and cylinder information for where on the disk the application has been stored; 

4) al load time the application figures out where it is on the disk, if this does not match the stored information, it writes zeroes 
over the image stored on disk. ft also attempts to find any other copies of the application on any other disk in the system and tries 
to write zeroes over them as well; 

5) the user nerds to dial in about once a month to get his menu counters reset to whatever we decide is reasonable. ivhen any 
menu counter gets decremented down to zero the software refuses to run; 

6) whenever the software writes itself back out to disk it also writes out the date encrypted. If the boot date is earlier than the 
stored date the software nifuses to run; 

7) to discourage Jollu from tampering with this scheme, some the values written out to disk are an encrypted CRC of the entire 
binar)' imagt!. If the stored CRC doesn't match the calculated CRC the software refuses to run; 

8) the first thing the software does, when it loads itself, before it responds to any luryboard input, it trashes all the menu count
ers, dates and CRCs which are stored in the disk image. This is to discourage folks from rebooting the machine rather than exiting 
by saying "quit", in a nire orderly fashion. This basically means that, if the machine crashes while the software is running, the 
user needs to dial into the vendor with his license/ID number and repair his disk image; 

9) at regular internals the software will force the user to re-download a significant piece of the application, which of course has 
fwd features added and been re-linked in a different object file order; 

JO) if the time elapsed since the last dial-up refresh of menu entry counters is more than 30 days the software will disable all 
menu of1tions exrejJt for the "Call Home and Update Software" option; 

11) one of the pieres of data stored, when it writes itself back to disk, is the old CRC for the entire image - if the new CRC 
1'7.wr matches the old CRC it refuses to run; 
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12) sort of related to #9, if the last run date is more than 30 days older than the current machine date the software will dis
able all menu o/1tions except for the "Call Home and Update Software" option. 

I think there might be hole in the system having to do with saving the first-time image and always using that one, but then 
you need to write a utility to mahe sure it gets stored in the same location every time, which I foresee as a serious headache on any 
busy system, and you need to run with a bogus date always. 

If this really becomes a problem, then 
13) The software needs to call into the vendor every time that it runs, if anything has been tampered with the software refuses 

to run, i. e. menu counters are not being updated. If the software is being used more than 480 hours in a month, it gets shut off. 
I think this is basically an elaborate but workable way to establish control over the application's executable image. I hate it, be

cause it means taking a chance with writing non-portable code, tailored to the different disk controllers which can exist on what
ever platform your code runs on. It boils down to at least one hardware specific disk controller object code library for each disk con
troller for each operating system that doesn't directly supply disk location data. My experience has been that, in the long run, non
portable code is non-professional code. 

My guess is that since Norton's Utilities can do what it does for any disk out there for both the MAC machines and the 
PC/DOS machines, it only means writing one operating system specific library per operating system and not a proliferation of one
library-per-Disk-Controller/per operating system horde of libraries. 

One big drawback is that in places like Cairo where the average consumer can't make long-distance phone calls from his/her 
flat, you have to set up a local distributor with a BBS, who, of necessity, will have all the control over the local licensing and up
dating schemes. This is a potential leak in the system. 

The other option would be to route a private TI line out of the country through an International trunk, which I'm not sure is 
possible or legal or economically feasible ... I am giving up this idea into the public domain as a public service. 

Anyway, it's obviously a lot of work, but I would be interested in hearing: 
a) if anyone has tried anything like this; 
b) if anybody can think of a way around it; 
c) if anybody is going to try it. 

Andrew Freeman 

Humblest software protection scheme! It's an overwhelming way, and people will hate it. 
So most users (also your customers) are out. This holds well in the Middle East where few have WEB access. 
A disk defragmentor will render your software useless, because it will change the software physical location un

less you make it unmovable. With all your schemes you mentioned. something is bound to get wrong and by Murphy's law, it will. 
Too much headache. 

Abdel-hadi 



PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

0. F. Akimushkin 

A MANUSCRIPT OF YUSUF WA ZULAYKHA BY JAMI 
IN THE COLLECTION OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

Among numerous manuscripts preserved in the St. Peters
burg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies there is an 
illustrated one (call number B 2325) which represents the 
famous poem Yzlsufwa Zulaykha by Jami. In my view, it is 
worthy a note of specialists, since it is executed in the Qajar 
style of the manuscript miniature painting, which has hith
erto been but poorly studied. Before giving a description of 
the manuscript some words should be said about this work 
by the outstanding Persian poet. 

The poem Yusufwa Zulaykha by 'Abd al-Ral)man Jami 
(817-898/1414-1492), which was completed by him 
in 838/1483. comprises 4,000 bayts, or 8,000 lines. It 
was dedicated to the Timurid ruler in Khurasan ~ultan 
Hu~ayn and represents the third part of the poet's famous 
Khamsa finished by him on 8 Dhu'l-Qa'da 889/27 De
cember 1484. 

As one can judge from the place the poem occupies in 
the Khamsa composition. as well as from the poem's metre 
(hazaj), judging also from the words by Jami himself, who 
tells in the second part of one of the poem's chapter about 
the motives which lay behind his work, the poem was 
aimed to replace, and had really replaced, the poem 
Khusraw wa Shirin occupying traditionally the correspond
ing place in Khamsa. Jami, quite transparently, points to 
this circumstance, saying: 

The power of Shirin and Khusraw has become decrepit, 
With rapture l shall enthrone a new khusraw. 

That is the end of the turn of Layli wa Majniin, 
The other will be brought forward by me [I]. 

In fact, this poem by Jami is a versified commentary on 
"the most beautiful tale" of the twelfth Sura of the Qur'an, 
which is entitled "Yusuf'. This poetical commentary was 
composed by Jami in the pure Muslim mysticism 
(ta~awwuj) vein. It is known that the poet was a celebrated 
mystic and one of the connoisseurs of ta~awwuf, who con
tributed greatly to the elaboration of its theory. The main 
point of Jami's poem is his interpretation of the ta~awwuf's 
notion of spiritual love. The Qur'anic story of Yiisuf is 
treated by Jami only in symbolic and abstract way. Spiri
tual, lofty, and non-sensual love for the Divine Beauty is 
presented as the best mean to comprehend God and to at
tain the union with the Truth. That was the path of 
Zulaykha who, moving from her sensual love and passion 
for Yiisuf to purely spiritual love, attains ultimately the true 
knowledge by adopting Islam. 

The poem Yusufwa Zulaykha by Jami had won an ex
treme recognition and become widespread in Iran, Central 
Asia, Kashmir, and India in the Great Moghul age. More 
than three hundred manuscripts of the poem, which came 
down to us, testifies to its great popularity among the Mus
lim peoples, a refined language of the poem having con
tributed much to the popularity. No less than twelve poets, 
following Jami, wrote their versions of the poem. 

A description of the manuscript 

The manuscript contains 150 folios. The folios' size: 
20.6 x 13. l cm. The text is written in two columns, 14 lines 
each, and framed with gold and black Indian ink line 
(tahrir). The written surface: 15.3 X 7. I cm. The hand is 
cursive nasta'/iq with noticeable elements of shilwsta 
script. It is obvious that the manuscript was copied out by a 
professional copyist. The text is written in black, the head
ings - in red Indian ink. The manuscript has Oriental 
(custodia, hafiz) and European pagination. 

Paper: European, white and dense, well glossy. Water
marks can be seen on the paper: the design of a large vase, 

of a basket with the eight-ray star in the centre and with a 
trefoil in the upper part. On folios 38 and I 13 there are 
water-marks with Latin inscription - LEVELRA TTO, on 
folio 115-BC&C. 

The manuscript is exquisitely illuminated. As it has al
ready been mentioned, its folios have gold and black Indian 
ink ta~rir, as well as a similar but a little broader 
text frame. On folios I b--2a there is a frontispiece 
(15.6 x 7.9 cm on fol. lb and 15.7 x 7.9 cm on fol. 2a) 
which is lacking the side vertical cartouches and general 
frame line. 
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The arrangement of pages reveals three different 
parts - a usual cartouche with wave-lined edges in the up
per part of the pages and rectangular one in the lower; be
tween these ones the third part - the text comprising four 
lines, separated by golden stripes (tarsi') and dotted line 
in black Indian ink along the edges (mushdandiin), 
is placed. The palette of miniatures is not very rich, 
gold, dark red, and blue predominating. The cartouches 
contain floral designs (flower buds). The margins are 
also decorated with the designs of convolvuluses, inter
weaving of which produces a sort of decorative rhombuses 
and ovals. 

The binding of the manuscript is made of painted 
leather covered with slightly goldish lacquer. Exterior and 
interior of the binding are beautifully decorated. The bor
deaux colour of exterior, painted on grounded leather, tones 
with the black and gold frame stripes of tariq. There is the 
turunj in the centre, and two palmettes (sarturunjs ), against 
black background of which a coloured floral design is 
made. 

The interior of the binding is painted green on 
grounded leather. There are also border gold lines and spi-

rals on the inner surfaces of the cover. The flower of nar
cissus in blossom fills the centre of each of these surfaces. 

The manuscript is unbound a bit. The lower cover of 
the binding is slightly torn. Because of a copyist's oversight 
the heading of one of the poem's section remained unfilled 
(fol. 3b). The inner edge of fol. 41 is torn off. There is also 
a hole on the margins of fol. 103. The manuscript had been 
once rebound, the binding being by mistake turned upside
down. 

The manuscript comprises the whole text of Jaml's 
poem. There is no colophon in the manuscript, so it lacks 
the date of its execution. However, in the centre of a lower 
rectangular cartouche of the frontispiece, on fol. 2a, nu
meral 122 can be discerned, which may be considered as 
the date of the completion of manuscript's illumination. It 
may be 1202/1787-1788 or 1220/1805-1806. The last 
date seems more preferable, since it corresponds to the pa
laeographic data of the manuscript. 

The copy was executed in Iran at the very beginning of 
the Qajar rule, most probably, in Isfahan. The special way 
of its execution and illumination is characteristic of the 
commercial style of the Isfahan school of that period. 

The miniatures of the manuscript 

There are ten miniatures in the manuscript. All of them 
are placed within the text frame and don't run out of it. 

1) fol. 42a (8.1 x 7.8 cm). Ceremonial reception of 
Zulaykha on her arriving in Mi~r. 

2) fol. 56a (7.0 X 7.8 cm). Fettering of Yiisuf by his 
villain brothers before dropping him into the well. 

3) fol. 6la (8.2 x 7.8 cm). Merchants rescuing Yiisuf 
on their way to Mi~r with a caravan. 

4) fol. 63a (5.8 x 7.8 cm). Yiisuf being sold by the 
merchants among the merchandise presented to Zulaykha. 

5) fol. 72a (8.8 x 7.8 cm). Yiisuf shepherding Zu
laykha's flock of sheep. 

6) fol. 80b (6.7 x 7.8 cm). Zulaykha sending Yiisuf as 
a gardener to her gardens. 

7) fol. 90b (8.9 x 7.8 cm). Zulaykha bringing Yiisuf 
to her Seventh Palace where he rejects her courting. 

8) fol. 102b (7.7 x 7.8 cm). Zulaykha's maidens 
struck by the beauty ofYiisuf, some of them being fainted. 

9) fol. 128a (9.1 x 7.8 cm). Yiisuf returning to his na
tive land and paying no attention to Zulaykha who came to 
see him off. 

10) fol. 132a (7.7 x 7.8 cm). Obeying heavenly com
mand Yiisuf who marries Zulaykha after her adopting Is
lam. 

All of the miniatures represent the Qajar style of the 
manuscript book painting in Iran, namely, its early stage of 
development. The style took its name after the Qajar dy
nasty in Iran ( 1779-1925), under which court painting un
derwent some essential changes. From the chronological 
point of view, the style coincides partly with the period of 
the Qajars' reigning, since its origin goes back to the late 
eighteenth century. Its zenith falls in the 20s of the nine
teenth century, and the style had decayed to the 60s of the 
same century. 

In its early period the Qajar style borrowed (and had 
successfully assimilated) much from its predecessors - the 
Afsharid (1736-1795) and Zand (1750-1794) styles of 

Persian miniature painting. It adopted many elements of the 
European painting technique - treatment of light and 
shade, demonstration of subjects' volume and perspective. 
putting a landscape in the background of a miniature, which 
the Persian painters began to use in their work, first at the 
court ateliers and then in the provinces, as far back as the 
late seventeenth century. 

It should be noted that the most characteristic feature of 
the Persian painting in the eighteenth century was an obvi
ous decay of the art of book-painting and of illuminated 
manuscript as a whole. It is hardly possible to explain this 
phenomenon by the internal political situation in Iran, with 
its instability, turmoils, and internecine wars, for many 
Persian painters continued to work at that period, creating 
their pictures, executed in the easel painting technique, and 
numerous albums (muraqqa') where, using usual methods 
of European painters, they made on separate folios minia
ture portraits and copies (in colour) of European engravings 
and pictures. They also painted various art items made of 
lacquered papier-miiche or of wood: pen- and mirror-cases, 
incense boxes, manuscripts bindings, and so on. It seems 
that introduction of European painting technique into the 
art of Persian miniature had resulted in appearing of a 
somewhat disharmony in the artistic unity of Persian manu
script book which followed the two-dimensional conven
tion. The principle of plane depicting and the two
dimensionalness always reigned both in artistic arrange
ment of manuscript's folios and in classical Persian minia
ture. That gave illuminated Persian manuscript its special 
charm, unity, and national peculiarity. Consistent introduc
tion of European painting technique gave rise to a certain 
eclecticism which destroyed the absolute harmony of Per
sian manuscript as a piece of art. Most likely, it was soon 
understood both by the masters, who created the Persian 
manuscripts, and by the audience that worshipped the art of 
manuscript book. The European painting style which pene
trated into the Persian art looked much more natural and 
harmonious in other articles of art than in such a traditional 
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thing which an illuminated Persian manuscript was. The 
Persian masters, with their refined sense of art, revealed it 
soon, and the new style had rapidly come to decay. 

is very characteristic, too, that among the colours used 
contrast and rich orange, violet, yellow, pink, and green, 
without half-tints, are predominating. The picture of inte
rior in the miniature on folio 90b, executed under the evi
dent European influence, draws our special attention. Por
tiere and curtains in the upper part of the door and on the 
windows are very significant. 

As it has already been noted above, the miniatures il
lustrating the text of the poem Yusuf wa Zulaykha by Jam I 
are typical of the early Qajar style as it can be judged from 
their eclectic combining of painting methods of two differ
ent art traditions. The European elements can be clearly 
seen in the entourage of the scenes depicted and in the 
cloths of the personages as well. In the background of 
many of the miniatures one can also see landscapes with 
trees presented in perspective (fols. 6Ia, 72a, 80b, 128a). It 

We can suggest that both the miniatures and the manu
script were most probably executed in Isfahan, or they may 
have been made at the very beginning of the nineteenth 
century by a master who worked in the lsfahan early 
Qajar style. 

Notes 

1. Jam I. l'ilsuf wa L.ulaykhil. a manuscript from the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies (call number B 2325), 
fols. 15b--16a. 

Illustrations 

Front cover: 

Zulaykha's maidens struck by the beauty ofYOsuf. a miniature from the manuscript Y1isufwa Zulayklui 
by Jami (call number B 2325), fol. l02b, 7.7 x 7.8 cm. 

Back cover: 

Plate I. Merchants rescuing Yusuf on their way to Mi~r with a caravan. a miniature from the same manu
script. fol. 6Ia. 8.2 x 7.8 cm. 

Plate 2. Yusuf shepherding Zulaykhii's flock of sheep, a miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 72a, 
8.8 x 7.8 cm. 

Plate 3. Zulaykha bringing Yiisuf to her Seventh Palace where he rejects her courting. a miniature from the 
same manuscript. fol. 90b, 8.9 x 7.8 cm. 

Plate 4. Obeying heavenly command Yusuf who marries Zulaykha after her adopting Islam. a miniature 
from the same manuscript, fol. 132a, 7.7 x 7.8 cm. 
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Chyok Syongui chyon. Kwonji tan (Povest' o Chek Senye. 
V odnoi tetradi). Iz koreiskikh ksilografov Sankt
Peterburgskogo filiala Instituta vostokovedeniia RAN. 
Faksimile ksilografa. Perevod s koreiskogo, predislovie, 
kommentarii, prilozheniia i ukazatel' A. F. Trotsevich. 
Sankt-Peterburg: Tsentr "Peterburgskoe Vostoko
vedenie", 1996, 230 str. 

C/1yok Syongui cl1yo11. Kwo11ji tan (The Story of Chyok 
Syongui in One Part). A Korean block-print from the 
collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences. Fac
simile. Translation from Korean, introduction, commen
tary, addenda, and index by A. F. Trotzevich. 
St. Petersburg: St. Petersburg Centre for Oriental 
Studies, 1996, 230 pp. 

The text of "The Story of Chyok Syongui" represents one 
of the vernacular novels which was edited as a block-print 
in the nineteenth century. The credit for collecting these 
novels belongs to a well-known English orientalist 
W. G. Aston. Now this collection is preserved in the Manu
script Fund of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences. 

The collection consists of seven volumes which have 
European bindings. Every volume comprises three to five 
literary works, most of them representing the vernacular 
novels. The texts of the novels were very popular, and at 
present they exist in numerous manuscripts and block
prints. In my view, every edition is of great interest to spe
cialists, as it provides new information on the history of the 
text. Publication of 'The Story of Chyok Syongui", in its 
tum, can give some new findings in the area of Korean 
studies. 

The work by Prof. Trotzevich contains the facsimile of 
the Korean text, its translation into Russian, the author's in
troduction, commentary, addenda and index. The author 
points out the misprints of the original edition and deci
phers a number of Chinese passages written down in Ko
rean phonetic alphabet. 

The introduction by Prof. Trotzevich is devoted to a 
comparison of "The Story of Chyok Syongui" to a Bud
dhist jiitaka "The Friend of Evil" from the 4th kwon of 
chapter 6 of "Buddha Ta-feng pien's Requital for Favours 
Siitra". The comparison of these two writings enables Prof. 
Trotzevich to trace the way an alien plot was transformed 
in the Korean novel. The hero, whose name is present in the 
title of the novel, goes through a whole series of sorrows, 
shows his unusual abilities and ultimately receives his re-

ward. It is worthy noting that in the Korean novel the place 
of action is changed. Instead of the Indian city of Varanasi 
the Chinese Anp'yong appears. The Korean version differs 
also from the textual point of view: the reason for searching 
the pearl is quite different in the above-mentioned jiitaka, 
where it is everyone's happiness, while in the novel it is the 
rescuing of the hero's mother. Syongui's sacrificing his life 
for the health of his mother represents the Confucian model 
of behaviour of a devoted son. As Prof. Trotzevich points 
out, all the changes of the original Buddhist plot have 
been caused by following the laws of the Korean verna
cular novels. The jiitaka never fails to emphasize the 
ultimate goal of searching the pearl, the inner sense 
of the deed: the pearl is expected to bring prosperity to 
the people. 

Prof. Trotzevich states that the novel demonstrates 
mostly the interest in the hero's personal fate. His deeds are 
shown to be necessary for attaining the well-being of the 
people and for establishing order among them. That is why 
the novel stresses the deed itself. as well as the ultimate re
ward. The pearl becomes useless after it finds its way to the 
hero's mother and rescues her. The novel is aimed to show 
that the State and its people begin to flourish only due to 
Syongui's strict following the model of Confucian behav
iour, and not because the pearl has been found. 

The Korean novel, as Prof. Trotzevich believes. reveals 
ideas which differ from those of the jiitaka. The Buddhist 
idea of goodness towards all living creatures, and of ne
cessity to forgive even bitter enemies, has been replaced in 
the novel by the idea of devotion to parents and of punish
ment to those who destroy harmony and order. 

The author of the publication studies also the back
ground of the novel and shows its relation to the Korean 
myth of death and birth of the god of fertility. 
Prof. Trotzevich draws special attention to the problem of 
the origin of two personages' (brothers') names. She sup
poses that the names could be a result of the transformation 
of Korean reading of Chinese characters for these names. 
Thus the Friend of Goodness. i. e. Syonu, has become 
Syongui, while the Friend of Evil, i. e. Agu - Hyangui. 
Just as the surname Chok has originated from 
Syok, in original - Buddha. 

The publication by Prof. Trotzevich is a valuable con
tribution both to the study of Korean literature and to the 
history of culture of the Far Eastern peoples. Needless it to 
say that the facsimile edition of the text makes it much 
more available to a scholarly audience. 

M. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 
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T. G. Mgaloblishvili. Tiie Klardzl1eti Anthology. Tbilisi: 
1991, 496 pp. (in Georgian, with an English summary). 

A new book by a well-known Georgian scholar presents a 
publication and a complete codicological and source 
analysis of one of the oldest Georgian manuscripts, a col
lection of liturgical texts, homilies for the most part. Such a 
collection, along with lectionary and tropology, answered 
the demands of Christian liturgical service through a whole 
year. The Klardzheti anthology dating to the tenth century 
contains Georgian translations of homilies by the Fathers of 
the Church like John Chrysostom, Ephraim the Syrian, 
Severianus of Gevali, Cyrill of Jerusalem, as well as origi
nal Georgian works by Grigol Diakvani (the Deacon) and 
loane Bolneli. In all, there are 63 texts covering the second 
half of the liturgical year. 

The Georgian liturgical text collections were described 
by scholars several times before. Among the predecessors 
of T. G. Mgaloblishvili were such renowned authors as 
A. Shanidze, who published the eighth-century Hanmet 
collection and the Sinai collection of 864, I. Abuladze, who 
was the first to recognize the importance of these texts and 
who developed the program of their investigation, J. Haritt 
and M. van Esbrok, who analysed Georgian liturgical texts 
in comparison with Greek and Oriental collections of litur
gical texts and homilies. 

Unlike her predecessors, T. G. Mgaloblishvili aimed at 
producing not only a scholarly publication but a mono
graph on the Klardzheti collection of texts, revealing the 
original Georgian works and comparing them to other texts 
from similar anthologies, identifying homilies translated 
from other languages in relation to their archetypes, estab
lishing the primary core of the anthology and tracing later 
inclusions, studying the specific features of the liturgical 
calendar of the Klardzheti anthology. 

The first chapter of the monograph presents a complete 
palaeographic and codicological description of the Klardz
heti anthology. In T. G. Mgaloblishvili's opinion, the manu
script might be produced in South Georgia around 980s-
990s. Marginal notes the manuscript contains allow to trace 
its history through several centuries, before it came to the 
collection of the Institute of Manuscripts named after 
K. S. Kekelidze. 

The second chapter is devoted to the original homilies 
like "The Conversion of Kartli to Christianity" by Grigol 
Diakvani and the "Nine Words" by loane Bolneli. The 
greater part of the second chapter is concerned with the 
study of life and works of the last author. Mgaloblishvili's 
predecessors suggested different dates for his life - from 
the sixth-seventh and to the beginning of the eleventh 
century. After investigating a variety of materials (evidence 
of literary sources, epigraphies and manuscripts), the author 
of the work under review came to the conclusion that loane 
Bolneli had worked in the first half of the tenth century. 
Observations over existing manuscripts allowed her to sug
gest that the works of Ioane Bolneli had been connected 
with the Tao-Klardzheti and the Jerusalem-Palestine liter
ary schools. Special notice in her system of arguments is 
taken of the Lent Sunday sermons created by the Georgian 
author. An eight-week cycle of the Lent services, as distinct 
from the earlier seven-week cycle, is characteristic of the 
ninth-tenth century Georgian liturgical manuscripts. The 
emergence of the eight-week cycle can be traced to the 
early tenth century, and it is connected with the name of 

Ioane Bolneli. T. G. Mgaloblishvili is inclined to see the 
influence of the old Jerusalem tradition in Bolneli's homily 
on the renovation of the Jerusalem churches. This influence 
could be explained by the Georgian author's use of archaic 
liturgical texts which, by the end of the tenth century, had 
been no longer employed in the official Byzantine church 
literature. In Mgaloblishvili's opinion, Ioane Bolneli was 
well acquainted with the ancient sources and with the man
ner of writing of the early Christian authors. When creating 
a cycle of his own original sermons, he treated them in the 
spirit of his time. 

The most important part of the monograph is the third 
chapter where translated homilies, which make up the ma
jor part of the Klardzheti anthology, are considered. It 
should be noted that 53 of the 63 sermons are translated 
texts. The aim of the author was to compare the texts 
of the manuscript with the versions of the same works 
represented in other Georgian anthologies, on the one hand, 
and in their sources composed in other languages, 
on the other. 

The analysis of the distinctive features of the transla
tions (renderings of proper names, place-names, passages 
from the Scriptures as well as grammar and syntax forms) 
brings the scholar to the conclusion that the language of the 
originals was Greek. Because of the Georgian translators' 
close following the original Greek liturgical texts, it is now 
possible to reconstruct the old versions of the Greek homi
lies, later lost or re-worked to fit the frames of the develop
ing Byzantine literature and theology. 

In the first part of the third chapter T. G. Mgaloblishvili 
is considering the particular features of the homilies' ver
sions represented in the Klardzheti anthology: divergencies 
within one version and differences in certain parts of ver
sions. She also points out the cases when parts of homilies 
turn into distinct versions or when different homilies are 
combined into one text. The same methods were used by 
the compilers of the Greek liturgical anthologies. Their 
practice became a pattern for Georgian men of letters, 
who employed similar methods both in translations 
and in their original writings. The same practice was usual 
not only in Georgia but also among Georgian scribes 
in Palestine, beginning from the tenth century, and even 
earlier. 

The second part of the third chapter is dedicated to 
homilies which survived in one version only. The most dif
ficult cases were those where the original was missing, or 
the divergencies between the translation and the original 
were too great. To the first group belong some of the say
ings ascribed to Ephraim the Syrian, John Chrysostom, 
Severianus of Gevali, and apocryphal works on the Trans
figuration and the Assumption. To the second group belong 
sermons by John Chrysostom, Athanasius of Alexandria, 
John of Damascus and two apocryphal works on the As
sumption. 

On the evidence of the translator's errors, as well as 
specific Greek stylistic features present in the text, 
T. G. Mgaloblishvili assumed that all these go back to the 
Greek archetype, and that a number of theological and li
turgical hints in the Georgian translations reflected the old
est Jerusalem Church service practice of the fifth
sixth centuries. 

The next paragraph of the same chapter deals with 
homilies deriving from Greek originals and closely follow
ing them. This group of texts has been already studied by 
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M. van Esbrok who considered them to be an example of 
classical translations. Mgaloblishvili confirmed the sugges
tion made by this Belgian scholar about the Greek origin of 
these translations. She even made one more step in this di
rection by proving that the translator had been fixing the 
Greek pronunciation characteristic of the Jerusalem
Palestinian environment. It allowed her to suggest that the 
Georgian translations were deriving from now extinct texts 
which had been circulated in Palestine. In our opinion, the 
reflection of the specific Palestinian Greek pronunciation 
could testify as well that the translations were made in that 
very part of the Christian world. One of the most important 
conclusions of the scholar is that the texts which consist the 
core of the Klardzheti anthology were included into the 
collection not later than in the fifth-sixth century, since 
their Greek versions were not circulated after that period, 
being replaced by other texts, and that the archetype 
of the Georgian collection of texts originated from 
Palestine. 

The scholar is providing one more argument in favour 
of the last suggestion basing upon the liturgy calendar of 
the Klardzheti anthology. This homiliarium containing 
sermons on the church feasts of the second half of the year 
cycle is unique, for it is based upon a calendar for which no 
Greek parallel is known. The author is not considering the 
whole liturgical cycle of the Klardzheti anthology, she is 
taking into account only certain feasts which reflect the 
oldest period of the Jerusalem church service. Among them 
are the Nativity of John the Baptist. The sermon dedicated 
to this saint falls on 24 and not on 25 June as accept
ed later. 

The book under review contains also a special essay on 
the "Vardoba-Atenagenoba" feast. Unlike K. S. Kekelidze 
and M. van Esbrok, who connected the name of this feast 
with the Armenian vardavar and attributed its inclusion into 
the Georgian liturgy to the time of the Armenian-Georgian 
religious unity, Mgaloblishvili holds that each of the two 
Christian countries accepted and adapted it independently, 
having borrowed it from the common source - the pagan 
Feast of Roses of Asia Minor. In Georgia it became Atena
genoba, in Armenia - "transfiguration". The author makes 
an assumption that the substitution of Atenagenoba for 
Vardoba could take place in the second half of the 
fifth century, and it was connected with the Syro
Palestinian tradition. 

To the old Jerusalem roots goes back also the feast of 
the Recovery of the Holy Cross - the 1 Oth of the month 
Vardoba in the Klardzheti anthology. Basing upon a com
plicated historical and textological study, including the 
verification of the date of the legend on the Recovery of the 
Holy Cross in Jerusalem, and on the analysis of information 
on the feast in Georgian and Armenian sources, the author 
advances an interesting hypothesis that the archetype of the 
legend of the Cross and the introduction of this feast might 
be connected with the Jewish-Christian environment of Je
rusalem of the early third century. 
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The Greek and Syriac versions of the legend were 
formed on the basis of this old archetype in the fourth
fifth centuries. By the mid-fifth century the Greek version 
of the Recovery of the Holy Cross legend completely re
placed the Palestinian tradition and 14 September was re
cognized as the official date of the Cross feast. Only by 
chance in one eighth-century Greek version of the legend 
the initial date of the feast - the 20th of Artemision - has 
survived. This date appears in the old Georgian version of 
the legend going back to the lost Greek original of the late 
fourth-early fifth century. 

The theme of contacts between Christian Kartli and the 
Syro-Palestinian region is continued in the fifth chapter 
entitled "Historical Realities Reflected in the Anthology". 
The author demonstrates the significance of Georgian an
thologies for the study of the early period of Georgian 
Christianity, when evidence taken from liturgical texts is 
confirmed both by historical sources - literary texts like 
the Life of St. Nino, the Testament of King Mirian, the 
Martyrdom of Abo Tbileli - and by archaeological works 
revealing Christian burials of the second-third centuries. 

T. G. Mgaloblishvili develops her point of view on the 
spread of Christianity in Georgia, that long before its offi
cial recognition the adepts of this creed, of the Jewish
Christian orientation, were propagating in Kartli the tradi
tions of the Jerusalem Church. Later, due to certain changes 
in the religious situation, all traces of their activities were 
deliberately erased in Georgian sources. T. G. Mgalob
lishvili believes that only comparative study of the oldest 
historical and liturgical sources will allow to reveal the ar
chaic features of Georgian Christianity and to date them. 
Her work shows that some problems connected with the 
introduction of Christianity in Kartli should be reconsid
ered. In her opinion, there were two main Christian trends 
co-existing in the fourth century - the old Jewish
Christian one and the new - Hellenistic or, to be exact, 
Byzantine. To that time translations of liturgical texts of the 
older, Jerusalem period, belong. The Klardzheti anthology 
is interesting to scholars not just from the point of view of 
textology and history of literature. It provides us with ma
terials on the earliest Georgian translations and original lit
erature, on the history of the Georgian Church and on other 
Eastern Churches. It also allows us to reconstruct some pe
culiar features of the church service of the Jerusalem pe
riod, which were no longer existing in the Byzantine time. 

The monograph by T. G. Mgaloblishvili presents the 
results of her long and scrupulous work on the Klardzheti 
anthology. It is not only the first publication of this impor
tant liturgical source, which is based upon the tenth-century 
manuscript, it is the first time when a manuscript of the so
called traditional contents has been thoroughly studied and 
analysed in all its aspects. T. G. Mgaloblishvili, in our 
opinion, has successfully proved the possibilities of this 
method. It may serve a model for other scholars working on 
similar manuscripts. 

E. Mesc/1erskaya 
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A. Desreumaux. Repertoire des Bibliotlleques et des Cata
logues de manuscrits syriaques. Paris: 1991, 286 pp. 

The work published by French scholar A. Desreumaux in 
co-operation with F. Brickel-Shatonneau is warmly wel
comed by all Syrologists. The author of the monograph 
works in the Centre for the Study of Religious Scriptures of 
the Practical High School of Paris. He also takes part in the 
programs of the Centre on the Study of Hellenistic Judaism 
and the Origin of Christianity. In scholarly circles 
A. Desreumaux is known for his wide range of interests and 
subjects of his studies. These include Syrian epigraphies 
and palaeography, the history of Syro-Melkite Christian 
communities, archaeological works on the site of Hirbet
Samra in Palestine. His permanent interest is research in the 
field of Christian apocryphal literature - he is one of the 
most active fellows of the International Association on the 
Study of Christian Apocryphal Texts. 

The book by A. Desreumaux appeared as a publication 
of the Institute for Research on and History of Texts. Ow
ing to this institution the reference-book was made after the 
pattern of M. Richard's Repertoire des Bibliotheques et des 
catalogues de manuscrits grecs (Paris, I 949 - 1 st. edition; 
Paris, 1958 - 2nd edition), in accordance with the aims 
and tasks of the Institute. Unlike M. Richard, who was 
basing upon the established tradition of making reference
books on Greek manuscripts going back to the eighteenth 
century, A. Desreumaux for the first time created a manual 
summing up all the information available on Syriac manu
scripts accumulated in several centuries. The need of such a 
reference-book has long been felt by all Syrologists. 

The task of the scholar was the more difficult because 
of the thousands surviving Syriac manuscripts (and there 
are tens of thousands). Some have never been described, 
and not all the available descriptions, which are present in 
catalogues, answer all modern requirements. The main task 
of the reference-book's compiler was to give a full list of 
places where Syriac manuscripts (for the exception of 
parchments and papyri) are stored, and to supplement it 
with a bibliography of catalogues, articles and even short 
notes describing these manuscripts or funds. 

The bibliography is arranged in chronological order, 
which makes it possible for a scholar to observe the se
quence of research irrespective of different authors' opin
ions or their conformity with the modern views. The author 
is specially mentioning that he does not include in his 
catalogue manuscripts in Karshuni, i. e. those written in 
Syriac script but in the Arabic language. In his view, these 
group of manuscripts deserves a separate study. The bibli
ography does not also include works published in Arabic. 

The reference-book consists of four parts where the 
available data on Syriac manuscripts is classified by the 
three features: subject, country, and collection. The first 
register gives the names of the countries, cities, libraries 
and collections which have Syriac manuscripts. The ad
dresses of the libraries are provided as a rule. 

It is in the second part dealing with subjects, which in
cludes 2 I I entries, we encounter Desreumaux's greatest 
weakness. The failure is recognized by the author himself 
who, in his foreword to the book, complains that this kind 
of classification by subjects is not productive and is out of 
date, taking into consideration the present level of research. 
We cannot, however, agree with the author's general state
ment on the archaic character of the method. The real fault 
of the second part is that it is evidently incomplete. It could 
have been improved by the recognition of one of the char
acteristic features of the medieval literature - its anonym
ity. Besides proper names and place-names the author could 
have included into his list the titles of certain works surviv
ing in Syriac manuscripts. So far this part includes only dif
ferent versions of the Scriptures in Syriac. The third regis
ter presents bibliographical data sorted by countries (50 ti
tles). The fourth and the largest part (596 titles) presents 
bibliographical data sorted by countries and collections in
cluding, when possible, information on the number of 
manuscripts, their contents, dating, the presence of minia
tures etc. As a supplement to the main list there is a list of 
collections now missing. In all, A. Desreumaux succeeded 
in assembling information on 393 libraries in 239 cities and 
29 countries. 

The author admits that his reference-book is still far 
from being perfect or complete. He invites other scholars, 
not only Syrologists (publishers of texts, codicologists, pa
laeographers, art-historians), but many other specialists as 
well, in particular, orientalists and experts in Hellenistic 
studies, who deal with Syriac texts in their studies, to co
operate with him. It is impossible, of course, to form any 
adequate idea of the world fund of Syriac manuscripts 
without a direct (de visu) exploration of libraries and col
lections. Still, even in its present state, the reference-book is 
very helpful, as it allows to solve a lot of practical ques
tions. It will be an indispensable guide for scholars in the 
sea of Syriac manuscripts. 

This publication is informative and stimulating. The 
author has opened up vistas for future exploration, for the 
creation of works on the history of Syriac script, manu
script production, circulation of manuscripts, as well as of 
studies on the role of Syrian literature and culture in the 
history of the world civilization. 

E. Mescl1erskaya 
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